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Saving oiled penguins, halving brain scarring after stroke, building 
foldable batteries, and ‘flying’ sharks—these are some of the highlights 
of the past year featured in Stories of Australian Science 2016.

Australians are collaborating with international colleagues to pinpoint the causes 
of Motor Neurone Disease, and to see through the smoke of bushfires. They’re in 
underground observatories to make sure we’re using groundwater sustainably; building 
a wave pool in a wind tunnel to investigate the role of turbulence in climate models; 
and are among the front-runners in the global race to build the first quantum computer.

We also have a special feature on Australia–Indonesia collaboration: combatting the 
big-killers tuberculosis (TB) and pneumonia; improving efficiency of ports and tropical 
houses; fishing for food security, and more.

Australian science is helping to shape new ideas and questioning others, at home 
and around the world. We believe the heroes of Australian science deserve to be 
celebrated, and this collection of stories helps.
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Geoffrey Rush  
talks stars
The search for the first stars and the 
hunt for dark energy both feature in 
a new planetarium show narrated by 
Geoffrey Rush. The show premiered 
in March 2016 at the Melbourne 
Planetarium and will be seen in 
planetariums around the world.

“I hope this show conveys some of the  
wonder of the Universe we live in,” says 
Professor Elaine Sadler, Director of the  
ARC Centre of Excellence for All-sky 
Astrophysics (CAASTRO).

‘Capturing the Cosmos’ was created by 
Melbourne Planetarium and CAASTRO, and 
features the work of two of Australia’s new 
telescopes, the Murchison Widefield Array  
and Skymapper.

“The Universe was once just a big fog of 
hydrogen,” explains Melbourne Planetarium’s 
Dr Tanya Hill, writer and director of the show.

“You couldn’t have seen much until the first 
stars and galaxies formed, but we don’t know 
when or how this moment occurred—it’s 
a crucial gap in our understanding of the 
evolution of the Universe which the Murchison 
Widefield Array is working to solve.”

The radio telescope, based at a remote 
Western Australian desert site, is a testbed 
of the technology to be used for the Square 
Kilometre Array.

Meanwhile, optical telescope SkyMapper  
is looking for dark energy from its location  
in central New South Wales.

“Dark energy is like the wind: you can’t see 
it but you can see its effects, particularly on 
distant supernovae,” says Tanya.

“We think the Universe is expanding at a faster 
rate because of dark energy, but we’re still 
working out what exactly dark energy is.”

Flying whale sharks
Short periods of flapping wings alternating with long, gliding descent helps  
birds preserve energy in flight. Now researchers have discovered that sharks  
and seals can use the same technique to glide through the ocean.

Murdoch University’s Dr Adrian Gleiss led  
a team that attached accelerometers to  
whale sharks, white sharks, fur seals, and 
elephant seals.

They found that all four species performed 
the characteristic undulating flight of birds 
and bats, with periods of active, upwards 
propulsion alternating with slow, passive, 
gliding descents.

Adrian analysed the amount of effort it took 
for the seals and sharks to move this way,  
and showed that, just like birds, they’re  
saving energy.

The similarity is surprising considering the 
different evolutionary paths of sharks, seals, 
birds and bats—not to mention the different 
forms of propulsion by tail fin, pectoral fin  
and wing.

Adrian’s work at Murdoch University’s 
Freshwater Fish Group and Fish Health Unit 
revolves around understanding how ecology 
and physiology drive the evolution of animals. 
To this end, his team has recently developed 
a method to attach rigid bio-logging tags to 
marine animals via a long, specially-designed 
tagging pole and self-releasing clamps.

Removing the need to capture and release 
the animal for tagging, this is of benefit to the 
animal’s health. And in the case of monitoring 
dangerous predators such as white sharks, 
being able to keep a significant distance is  
of benefit to the researcher’s health too!
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We’re still working out what 
exactly dark energy is

Photos: Adrian chasing down tags released from Whale Sharks at the Ningaloo Reef, credit: Steve Lindfield;  
A type 1a supernova from ‘Capturing the Cosmos’, credit: Museum Victoria

For more information: Murdoch University, Adrian Gleiss, +61 419 553 746, a.gleiss@murdoch.edu.au;  
Melbourne Planetarium, Tanya Hill, +61 408 629 131, thill@museum.vic.gov.au

Read about connections in the  
ageing brain on page 12

Just like birds,  
they’re saving energy



Fighting stroke 
damage
A drug based on a molecule naturally 
present in infants—but which declines 
in adulthood—can halve the scarring 
in brains of those who have suffered 
stroke. And it can be delivered up to 
a week afterward.

“We hope our work will improve the recovery 
of the elderly, as well as people in rural and 
remote communities, who haven’t had access 
to speedy treatment following a stroke,” says 
Associate Professor James Bourne at the 
Australian Regenerative Medicine Institute 
(ARMI), and Chief Investigator of the research.

The current treatment, a drug called tPA, is 
limited to ischemic strokes (caused by a blood 
clot). Only 10 per cent of all stroke patients 
qualify for treatment using the clot-busting 
drug, which can have harmful side-effects 
including haemorrhages. The optimum 
treatment window for tPA is within three hours 
of the stroke, with a 35 per cent success rate.

James and his colleague Leon Teo have now 
patented their molecule, which can extend the 
‘window of opportunity’ for effective therapy.

It activates a pathway in the recovering brain, 
mimicking the process that occurs in infants: 
cells are still allowed to create a barrier to 
infection and stabilise the wound after the 
stroke damage, but the amount of subsequent 
scarring is limited.

This may encourage recovery since scarring 
after a stroke is a major factor that hinders  
the brain’s natural repair systems, and leads to 
loss of function.

“Research has shown that over the past 
decade, more than 1,000 stroke drugs 
developed in rodent models have failed trials 
in the clinic,” Leon says.

“This drug has been successful in a  
non-human primate, which has a stroke-
response much closer to that of humans.”

They hope to expand their pre-clinical trial and 
move to clinical trials soon, eventually applying 
the work to other brain injuries—for example 
limiting damage from brain cancer removal,  
or following traumatic accidents.

Saving penguins with 
a wave of the wand
Life-saving first aid can now be 
offered to oiled penguins and other 
wildlife thanks to tiny oil-absorbing 
iron particles and a magnetic wand.

Developed by Professor John Orbell and his 
team at Victoria University, the technology 
delivers emergency stabilisation that acts 
within minutes.

“Oiling of our wildlife is happening on  
a continual basis worldwide,” John says.

“Compared to the traditional approach of 
detergent-based treatment at rescue centres, 
our highly portable dry-cleaning method 
enables us to quickly remove the most toxic 
and corrosive oil components.”

The immediacy of the aid limits the birds’ 
exposure to many dangerous oil chemicals, 
and minimises feather damage. The animals 
can return to the wild sooner, and in better 
health.

The iron particles themselves are non-toxic, 
non-corrosive and environmentally friendly. 
For use, they are simply applied as a powder: 
the more toxic volatile components in oil 
immediately bind to the particles, and create  
a paste-like material.

“Then in a one-handed action we stroke the 
magnetic wand down the animal, and it strips 
off the oil-laden particles,” John explains.

This technology can be extended to other 
species including seals, sea otters and turtles.

“We’ve recently obtained grants to develop 
this technology further and disseminate it 
worldwide,” says John.

Victoria University worked with the Philip Island 
Nature Parks and the Penguin Foundation to 
create this tool.

Unboiling an egg
Scientists in Australia and California 
have worked out how to unboil 
an egg. It may sound like an odd 
discovery, but it’s changed the way 
scientists think about manipulating 
proteins, an industry worth  
AU$160 billion per year.

Flinders University Professor Colin Raston 
and his team have developed Vortex Fluid 
Technology—using mechanical energy, or 
spinning, to reverse the effects of thermal 
energy, or boiling.

When egg whites are heated, protein bonds 
separate and reform as a tightly-bound mass, 
limiting their potential applications.

While the structure of proteins in boiled eggs 
isn’t a big concern, the story is very different 
for other important proteins, such as those 
used in drugs. The challenge has been how 
to access proteins once they’ve been heated 
and changed shape, traditionally a slow and 
expensive process. This technology provides 
a faster and cheaper way to refold proteins, 
generating less waste.

“By spinning the boiled egg whites extremely 
fast, the new bonds break apart again and the 
proteins go back to their original shapes in an 
uncooked state,” Colin explains.

It will enable the pharmaceutical industry  
to deliver new drugs to patients faster.

There are applications in other fields too, 
from food and materials processing, to 
refining biodiesels, sensors for monitoring the 
environment, and chip devices in general.

The discovery won Colin at Flinders University 
and his team at the University of Western 
Australia and the University of California the 
2015 Ig Nobel Prize in chemistry.

“These prizes are awarded for science that 
stops you in your tracks to have a giggle,”  
says Colin. “But the significance of the 
outcome is really quite amazing.”

The drug can halve brain  
scarring following a stroke

This technology can be extended  
to other species including seals,  
sea otters and turtles

The significance of the outcome  
is really quite amazing
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Photos: Enlarged cell bodies (pink), with increased scar-forming (green) following stroke, credit: Leon Teo; Removing oil with a wave of the wand, credit: Phillip Island Nature Parks;  
Using his Vortex Fluid Technology (pictured), Colin Raston has worked out how to unboil an egg, credit: Flinders University

For more information: Australian Regenerative Medicine Institute, Silvio Tiziani, +61 3 9902 9603, silvio.tiziani@monash.edu; Victoria University, Donna Hannan, +61 3 9919 4708, donna.hannan@vu.edu.au;  
Colin Raston, +61 8 8201 7958, colin.raston@flinders.edu.au

Read about big data for a healthier  
Australia, and distilling value from  
industrial waste on page 13

http://listerlab.org/


Photos: The first printed jet engine, credit: Monash University; Fuel for thought: from left to right, Bjorn Winther-Jensen,  
Doug MacFarlane and Orawan Winther-Jensen hold up the hydrogen generator, credit: Steve Morton

For more information: Monash Centre for Additive Manufacturing, Xinhua Wu, +61 3 9905 5247, Xinhua.Wu@monash.edu, https://platforms.monash.edu/mcam

From jet engines  
to personalised 
surgical tools
The Monash scientists who led the 
creation of the world’s first 3D-printed 
jet engine in 2015 are now improving 
the design and cost of manufacturing 
medical implants, surgical tools, 
aerospace components, and more.

They’ve been working with surgeons to  
design tools for specific operations, to replace 
‘one-size-fits-all’ tools currently available.

Printed tools can be made lighter, with a 
hollow centre—a boon for the nurses who 
sometimes have to hold trays of heavy tools 
for up to eight hours during surgery. And  
they can be made from special alloys that 
reduce their slipperiness if coated in blood 
during surgery.

Printing also allows implants—tailored to each 
patient’s body—to be created within 24 hours 
after design, compared to the several months 
that traditional manufacturing may need.

The Monash team are already working  
to aerospace standards, which are even  
more rigorous than those necessary for 
medical devices.

“The tools we’re able to print can reduce 
surgery times and improve the level of 
specialised care for patients,” says project 
leader Professor Xinhua Wu, of the Monash 
Centre for Additive Manufacturing.

Signature Orthopaedics, a medical device 
company based in Sydney, has already 
commenced working with the team at Monash, 
with a view to longer term engagement.

The Centre’s work on the jet engine in 2015, 
collaborating with scientists from CSIRO  
and Deakin University, has led to a joint-
venture between Amaero Engineering, 
Monash University and a European  
aerospace company.

Renewable fuels turn over a new artificial leaf
‘Artificial leaves’ are bringing us one step closer to cheap, renewable and 
commercially-viable fuels that could power your car, house or whole community, 
thanks to researchers at Monash University.

Professor Doug MacFarlane and his 
team at the ARC Centre of Excellence for 
Electromaterials Science are using sun,  
water and CO2 to produce hydrogen and 
methanol fuels.

Their artificial photosynthesis takes its 
inspiration from the way plants convert 
sunlight into energy, and then recreates  
it in an industrial setting.

“If artificial photosynthesis can be developed 
that is more efficient than plant-based 
photosynthesis, a large fraction of our fuel 
needs could be supplied from these ‘solar fuel’ 
factories,” says Doug.

The team has created one device that uses 
solar energy to split water into oxygen and 
hydrogen. It has set a new world record for 
the efficiency of solar-driven fuel generating 
systems, with a rating of 22 per cent.

“Hydrogen can be used to generate electricity 
directly in fuel cells. Cars driven by fuel cell 
electric engines are becoming available from  
a number of car manufacturers,” Doug says.

“Hydrogen could even be used as an 
inexpensive energy storage for roof-top solar 
cells.”

The team has also used sunlight, CO2, 
graphene and water to produce methanol. 
With a potential energy efficiency of 30 per 
cent, this approach could prove at least two 
times more efficient than generating electricity 
with solar panels, which currently achieve only 
10-15 per cent.

A large fraction of our fuel needs could be supplied from these solar fuel factories

One device that uses solar  
energy to split water into  
oxygen and hydrogen
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The team is turning their expertise 
to printing surgical tools and more
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Photos: Printing cartilage repair kits: Gordon (front) with colleague Dr Stephen Beirne, credit: University of Wollongong;  
David and Dr Sanjeev Gambhir (front) examine the flexible, conductive materials created by adding graphene dispersions to 
cloth and plastic, credit: Paul Jones/University of Wollongong

For more information: ARC Centre of Excellence for Electromaterials Science (ACES), Natalie Foxon Phillips, +61 2 4221 3239, nfoxon@uow.edu.au

Foldable batteries and scaffolds for muscle
Patented University of Wollongong technology is being used to create  
foldable batteries and textiles that are super strong, light, can repel water,  
and act as sensors.

Australian company Imagine Intelligent 
Materials has a commercial licensing deal to 
use the graphene manufacturing technology, 
developed at the ARC Centre of Excellence 
for Electromaterials Science (ACES) at the 
University of Wollongong.

Graphene has been put forward as the 
‘wonder kid’ of materials—with the illusive 
promise of a material thinner than hair,  
harder than diamond and more conductive 
than copper. 

Potential markets include civil engineering, 
mining, agriculture, defence, and aerospace. 
But it has been difficult to manufacture in  
any great quantity—until now.

“With this technology, we’ve created 
dispersions of graphene in an organic solvent. 
We’re now mixing these with polymers to 
make them more conductive and increase  
their strength,” says Chief Investigator 
Professor David Officer.

“We’re also adding these graphene 
dispersions to cloth and plastic to make 
flexible, conductive materials.”

Meanwhile, the ACES scientists are continuing 
to build on the technology they developed. 
Aside from using the graphene-enhanced 
materials to build foldable batteries, other 
teams are taking advantage of graphene’s 
organic and conductive nature to create brain 
probes and potential body parts.

“We are growing a variety of cells on these 
graphene polymer composites. This allows 
us to make specific cell growth platforms 
and investigate their potential to create new 
muscle and nerve containing structures in 
animals with our colleagues at St Vincent’s  
in Melbourne,” David says.

Technology is being used to create 
foldable batteries and textiles

Printing a cartilage 
repair kit
A new printing technology can  
now simultaneously print living  
stem cells and the environment they 
need to survive and become the  
right cell type. The first application  
is a cartilage repair kit.

“Our current 3D printers can integrate 
living and non-living materials in specific 
arrangements at a range of scales, from 
micrometres to millimetres,” says Professor 
Gordon Wallace, Director of the ARC Centre  
of Excellence for Electromaterials Science 
(ACES) at the University of Wollongong.

“And we’re developing new approaches  
that will enable 3D printing of nano-
dimensional features.”

Gordon and his colleagues are finding that 
the right arrangement of stem cells and 
supporting materials could provide protected 
insulin-producing cells for people with 
diabetes, or accelerated bone and cartilage 
repair, and even ‘benchtop brain’ tissue for 
studying brain diseases.

The team has already created the ‘BioPen’, 
a handheld 3D printer that prints stem cells 
inside a sheath of a protective polymer 
containing growth factors. A surgeon can 
apply it directly to damaged cartilage, 
promoting the stem cells to regenerate  
new cartilage.

Gordon says this technology combined with 
3D scanning of a patient and the use of their 
own stem cells could give clinicians the ability 
to tailor tissues to be a perfect match—both 
physically and genetically—for their patients.

“We’re taking the patient’s own cells and 
arranging them in a way that promotes their 
development into the types of tissues required 
and minimising the risk of rejection.”

A surgeon can apply it  
directly to damaged cartilage
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The patented technology is boosting the potential of graphene—the material ‘wonder kid’



Head to tail: the molecules that  
tell you how to grow a backbone
Growing the right number of vertebrae in the right places is an  
important job—and scientists have found the molecules that act like  
‘theatre directors’ for vertebrae genes in mice: telling them how  
much or how little to express themselves.

The finding may give insight into how the 
body-shapes of different species of animals 
evolved, since the molecules under scrutiny 
are present in a wide range of animals—
ranging from fish to snakes to humans.

An international team led by Dr Edwina 
McGlinn of the Australian Regenerative 
Medicine Institute (ARMI), found that 
de-activating a small group of microRNA 
molecules sent things awry for different  
parts of the backbone.

They already knew that ‘Hox’ genes were 
crucial in determining vertebrae patterns—as 
well as playing an important role in the spinal 
cord and wider nervous system. But how these 
genes were regulated was still unclear.

“We’ve found a mechanism that controls the 
correct transition from one area of the spine to 
another as it is forming,” says Edwina.

The finding is part of a project by the McGlinn 
Group to build a more complete road-map 
of how the size, shape and number of bones 
form within the early vertebrate embryo. 

This will contribute to the basic understanding 
of developmental processes, which in turn may 
assist in the treatment of a number of diseases 
and in regenerative medicine applications: 
for example altered Hox gene expression is 
important in some forms of leukaemia—so it’s 
critical to know all we can about how these 
genes are regulated.

“The research is still in its early stages, but 
you’ve got to understand how an embryo 
forms before you can use that knowledge  
for medical or regenerative purposes,”  
Edwina says.

An insight into how the range of animal body-shapes evolved

Making blood  
on demand
‘Buddy’ cells that trigger blood stem 
cells to fully-develop have been 
discovered by a team of Australian 
scientists. The finding, in zebrafish, 
may hold the key to creating blood  
on demand in the lab.

Everyday medical procedures can require  
litres of donated blood; and blood stem  
cells—which can turn into any one of the 
different types of blood cell—are often  
used in treatments for leukaemia, lymphoma, 
and other blood cancers.

Currently, most human stem cells are taken 
from bone marrow and then grown in the lab.

“But they don’t grow very well,” says  
Dr Phong Nguyen of the Australian 
Regenerative Medicine Institute (ARMI),  
whose PhD was the instigation of the research.

“We suspect it’s the presence of these  
‘buddy’ cells that helps them grow, so now 
we’re looking for the signals they send, in  
the hope of one day developing a cure for a 
range of blood disorders and diseases.”

The team—led by Phong’s supervisor 
Professor Peter Currie, and Dr Georgina 
Hollway of the Garvan Institute of Medical 
Research, has been awarded a grant from the 
National Health and Medical Research Council 
to extend the work to other animals.

They were awarded the 2015 University of 
New South Wales Eureka Prize for Scientific 
Research for the work, which was published  
in Nature.

The hope of one day developing  
a cure for a range of blood 
disorders and diseases
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Photo: ‘Buddy’ cells found in zebrafish, credit: Phong Nguyen

For more information: Australian Regenerative Medicine Institute, Silvio Tiziani, +61 3 9902 9603, silvio.tiziani@monash.edu

Read about fighting stroke damage  
on page 3



Seeing through 
bushfire smoke
Cool thinking by an Australian 
defence scientist while a bushfire 
bore down on his family home 
provided first responders with clearer 
satellite images of the blaze, and 
likely prevented further devastation.

The Sampson Flat bushfires in South Australia 
claimed the lives of around 900 animals, 
destroying 27 houses along with other 
property in January 2015.

Chris Ekins evacuated his family, but while 
preparing to protect their home he heard 
on local ABC radio that aircraft were having 
difficulty seeing through the smoke.

At the Defence Science and Technology 
Group, Chris had been working with 
the Australian Geospatial-Intelligence 
Organisation and their counterpart in the US 
on systems to share geospatial information. 
He remembered that satellite company Digital 
Globe’s WorldView3 satellite carries a Short 
Wave Infra-Red sensor, specifically designed 
to look through the smoke of fires, and had 
the idea of using their sensors to get the big 
picture of the fire’s movement.

“Generally, bushfire support staff see oblique 
aerial video snippets from planes—like looking 
through a drinking straw—and emergency 
services use those feeds to form a broader 
picture,” Chris says.

“With this new approach, even though the 
satellite images aren’t in real-time, they can 
provide a bigger snapshot of the complete 
scene and much more georeferenced context 
information.

“This can help first responders see what’s 
already been burnt, and be used to direct 
efforts not only towards active fire fronts,  
but to judge what critical infrastructure is  
most at risk in the path of a fire.”

Chris contacted colleagues in Australia and 
the US, who made requests for images over 
the fire. He then worked with the South 
Australian Country Fire Service’s analysts to 
access the imagery, which they used to provide 
the most accurate information to their fighters 
and the public.

Cool paint for  
Aussie warships
A new type of paint is keeping 
Australian warships cool and  
reducing their visibility. 

Australian warships were painted Storm Grey, 
a British Navy colour suited to overcast skies 
of the North Atlantic rather than Australia’s 
tropical waters.

“The previous colour is a historical artefact, 
but the conditions in our waters are quite 
different,” says Stefan Danek from Defence 
Science and Technology Group. “So in the 
new Royal Australian Navy (RAN) Haze Grey, 
we now have a colour much more suited to 
the Australian environment, and a paint that’s 
better for it too.”

The new low gloss, low solar-absorbing 
polysiloxane paint was developed for the 
Royal Australian Navy by DST Group, in 
collaboration with Australian manufacturers.

The new formulation uses a polysiloxane 
binder rather than the polyurethane used in 
the previous paint, making it more durable, 
with improved gloss and colour stability.

This will reduce the overall level of shipboard 
painting maintenance required, and the patchy 
appearance of localised repairs. Currently, new 
paint applied to weathered surfaces noticeably 
contrasts with the ‘chalked’, or faded, 
surrounding areas, often leading to broad  
area repainting.

This new paint reduces solvent fumes by 
approximately 45 per cent and is less toxic  
that the old paint.

In trials the low solar-absorbing formulation 
reduced the surface temperature of patrol 
boats by 15-20 degrees Celsius compared to 
conventional coatings. That lowers the power 
load for on-board cooling systems. It also 
reduces a ship’s thermal signature, making it 
harder to detect with infra-red sensors.

The Australian fleet is expected to be fully 
repainted by 2019, with the Royal New Zealand 
Navy following suit.

Reading the  
whispers
A communication ‘heartbeat’ has 
helped narrow the search area for 
missing Malaysia Airlines flight 
MH370. The flight disappeared  
in March 2014 with 239 people  
on board.

“Essentially we’ve had to develop, and 
measure the accuracy of, a way to use the 
extra data collected during the satellite 
communication,” says Dr Neil Gordon, Head 
of Data and Information Fusion at the Defence 
Science and Technology Group in Australia.

“The main communication data is a ‘heartbeat’ 
signal every hour, asking the aircraft ‘are 
you there?’ When it says ‘yes,’ a little bit 
of information attached to that message 
is captured, giving hints on the speed and 
direction the plane is travelling, and the 
distance between the satellite and the 
aircraft,” Neil says.

The team produced a probability distribution 
of the aircraft’s whereabouts at the time of 
final contact. Information from London-based 
satellite operator Inmarsat was used to draw a 
final 100,000 km2 zone where the plane most 
likely entered the water.

The analysis needed to take many details into 
account, including the effects of wind; aircraft 
dynamics; and the Doppler effect, which 
causes the frequency of the signals arriving 
at the satellite to increase slightly if the plane 
is moving towards the satellite and decrease 
slightly if it is moving away.

They trialled the approach on previously-
recorded flights by the aircraft, flights with 
known locations that were in the air at the 
same time as the missing plane, and on planes 
of the same model.

Samuel Davey, Ian Holland, Mark Rutten and 
Jason Williams of DST Group were part of  
the team assisting the Australian Transport 
Safety Bureau.

A ‘heartbeat’ signal every hour, 
asking the aircraft ‘are you there?‘

@scienceinpublic

This will reduce the overall  
level of shipboard painting

Judge what critical infrastructure  
is most at risk in the path of a fire
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Photos: Seeing through bushfire smoke with infra-red, credit: © Digital Globe; Navy ships in RAN Haze Grey  
(RHS, ship 155) and N42 Storm Grey (LHS, ship 156), credit: Greg Smith, ANZAC SPO; Tracking the ‘heartbeat’  
of MH370: probability density of flight trajectories, credit: Google Earth

For more information: Defence Science and Technology Group Media, +61 2 6127 1999, media3@dsto.defence.gov.au



Making jet engines (and power generation) 
more efficient
It’s very hard to set up a jet engine in a wind tunnel and get accurate 
measurements inside it while it’s rotating 7,000 times a minute.

So while other members of The University 
of Melbourne’s mechanical engineering 
department use wind tunnels to measure 
turbulence on the surface of airplanes, 
Professor Richard Sandberg has developed 
a computer program to make the same 
measurements inside an engine.

His work also applies to the turbines used  
to generate power from gas, wind and wave.

“The fuel to power General Electric’s turbines 
alone costs $200 billion per year, so even a  
one per cent improvement in efficiency is  
a $2 billion saving,” Richard says.

“And that’s before you consider emissions 
savings.”

As the parts of an engine or turbine move 
relative to each other, the turbulence interacts 
as well—and the design tools that the aviation 
industry have been using to date don’t 
account for this relative motion.

In collaboration with engine manufacturers, 
Richard has developed a piece of coding for 
supercomputers to model sections of the 
engines—studying how the eddies on each 
surface interact.

“Industry can’t afford to run design simulations 
on supercomputers, so we extract the 
information from our simulations to input  
into the industry models,” Richard says.

“At the moment we’re just playing around  
the edges of the current design, but I dream  
of a day where engineers will be able to  
model vastly different designs, not just  
on supercomputers, but at their own  
desktop computers.”

Photos: Shrinking nuclear waste—before and after treatment; As air passes over these turbine blades (bottom to top)  
a wake is created which interacts with the next blade (to the left), credit: Richard Sandberg and Richard Pichler 

For more information: Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation, synroc@ansto.gov.au

Cracking the mysteries  
of boundary layers
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This is a technology platform  
that will work across a broad  
range of nuclear waste streams

When earth, wind, and sea meet
Airplane fuel consumption, shipping costs, climate change, engine noise, blue 
green algae spread, windfarm efficiency, and the speed of Olympic rowing boats 
could all change dramatically if scientists can crack the 150-year-old mystery of 
boundary layer turbulence. 

And that’s what University of Melbourne engineers are hoping to achieve with a 
supercomputer model that can do 3,000 years’ research in one year, a purpose 
built wind tunnel, and a new air-sea interaction facility.

Under pressure: 
stable storage for 
radioactive waste
A stable and compact nuclear 
waste technology is moving from 
research level to industrial-scale at 
the Australian Nuclear Science and 
Technology Organisation (ANSTO).

The planned full-scale nuclear waste treatment 
plant incorporates ANSTO’s Synroc innovation 
that locks away radioactive waste products  
by mimicking natural geology.

“A key part of the Synroc process is Hot 
Isostatic Pressing, which applies heat and 
pressure to minimise the disposal volume  
and transform liquid radioactive waste into  
a chemically durable material suitable for  
long term storage,” says Gerry Triani,  
Technical Director at ANSTO Synroc.

“The construction of the plant is part of  
a wider project to expand Australia’s 
production of molybdenum-99.”

Molybdenum-99, or Mo-99, is a radioactive 
element widely used in imaging of cancer, 
cardiac conditions and skeletal injuries. 
Construction of a new Mo-99 production 
facility is already underway, with the Synroc 
liquid waste treatment plant aimed as a 
complementary facility as part of the  
ANSTO Nuclear Medicine project.

But Synroc technology will have implications 
beyond just providing a waste solution for 
Australia’s Mo-99 supply.

Nuclear reactors across the world are in need 
of safe management and storage solutions 
for their waste. Global solutions currently 
vary from disposition (processing, treatment 
and disposal) to reprocessing, only partly 
addressing the closure of the fuel cycle.

“This is a technology platform that will 
work across a broad range of nuclear waste 
streams,” Gerry says.

The building works are scheduled to 
commence in 2017.

Stories of Australian Science



Photos: A wave pool in a wind tunnel: Professor Jason Monty’s work on air-sea interaction will inform climate models  
and more, credit: Joe Vittorio; What happens when earth, wind, and sea meet? Inside The University of Melbourne’s  
new wind tunnel, credit: Joe Vittorio; The University of Melbourne’s specialised wind tunnel is helping them unlock the 
mysteries of boundary layer turbulence, credit: The University of Melbourne

For more information: The University of Melbourne, School of Engineering, Jen Thomas, +61 3 8344 4092, jennifer.thomas@unimelb.edu.au

Even a five per cent reduction 
could save billions of dollars and 
millions of tonnes of emissions

Making waves  
in a wind tunnel
We know the Southern Ocean plays 
a big role in our climate, but there’s 
much to learn about how and where 
clouds form over the sea, how they 
influence global temperatures, and 
how the wind affects cloud formation 
and how much carbon dioxide our 
oceans can absorb.

Now a 60 metre ‘wave pool in a wind tunnel’ 
built by Associate Professor Jason Monty 
is allowing researchers from The University 
of Melbourne, Swinburne University of 
Technology, and Monash University to find out.

“Small eddies at the surface of the ocean 
affect how evaporation occurs and gasses are 
exchanged, but this turbulence is not included 
in climate models, as no-one has been able  
to measure it,” Jason says.

The new facility will give climate researchers 
some real data for their models—showing in 
detail how gasses, water vapour, and aerosols 
transfer between the water and the air.

Using lasers and high speed cameras 
researchers can track the movement of 
thousands of microbeads in the water and 
micro droplets in the air, building a detailed 
picture of how turbulence in the air and water 
affects gas exchange between them.

They can also generate spray, bubbles,  
and winds up to 100 kilometres per hour  
and waves up to half a metre in height.

“Ideally we’d collect the data for these models 
from the oceans, but this is not realistic or 
practical,” Jason says.

“The sizes of the waves in the Southern  
Ocean alone make taking the kind of  
detailed measurements we need impossible 
to do there.”

This data goes straight into  
the climate change models  
that inform global policy
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The answers are blowing in the wind
Modern airplanes use up to half their fuel to overcome the  
drag caused by turbulence at the surface of the airplane.

In 2010, Professor Ivan Marusic’s team of 
engineers at The University of Melbourne 
became the first in the world to predict and 
model the behaviour of the eddies that 
cause this drag—known as boundary layer 
turbulence. And now they are trying to  
control them.

“Even a five per cent reduction could save 
billions of dollars, and millions of tonnes of 
carbon dioxide,” says Ivan. “Which is a big 
deal to aircraft operators like Qantas.”

Using a purpose built 27m wind tunnel— 
where the entire floor is the testing surface—
Ivan’s team get a unique perspective on how 
these eddies change and interact as they pass 
along a surface.

What they found was that current models  
of turbulence are overly simplistic.

“They average out the effects of the eddies 
over time and space. In reality, there are 
eddies at the metre scale, and others at the 
micrometre scale, which are all interacting  
with each other in time and space,” Ivan says.

“We worked out how to predict these 
interactions, but the next step is trying to 
control them.”

It was believed that in order to reduce drag 
you would have to control the smallest eddies, 
which is impractical given the tiny scales they 
occur at.

But Ivan and his team have recently discovered 
a relationship between these eddies, meaning 
that they can now control the smaller eddies 
by changing the larger ones.

Also see ‘Keeping ship hulls clean’ on pages 18-19
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It’s not always 42: 
new maths for the  
big questions
Many of today’s big questions 
can only be answered with new 
mathematical and statistical tools. 
That’s what the ARC Centre of 
Excellence for Mathematical and 
Statistical Frontiers are working 
on and they’re finding real-world 
applications in areas as diverse as: 
saving seagrass sanctuaries; setting 
smart credit limits; solving a dusty 
mystery; spotting super-spreaders 
in epidemics; and designing efficient 
digital communication networks.

Headquartered at The University of 
Melbourne and with nodes at the 
Queensland University of Technology, 
the University of Technology Sydney, 
the University of Adelaide, The 
University of Queensland and the 
University of New South Wales, 
the Centre’s mathematicians and 
statisticians are collaborating widely, 
applying their theory and models to 
address global challenges. 

We’ve all cursed an ineffective digital network, whether it’s delays streaming the  
latest Game of Thrones or a dangerous mobile phone overload during bushfire 
season. But no-one wants to pay extra for an over-engineered network. 

The secret to designing and testing a digital 
network to find the happy medium is a 
mathematical tool called a traffic matrix: 
a model of all the digital traffic within the 
network.

Network engineers use traffic matrices to test 
a new network’s response to every feasible set 
of digital conditions. How much will data-flow 
fluctuate? Where are the hotspots? Where 
are the bottlenecks? They need to know how 
their network will fare in response to various 
situations: a spike in traffic along one route; 
the failure of a key gateway; or any number  
of other faults.

Designing a set of traffic matrices that will 
cover every possible digital scenario is 
particularly difficult when the network doesn’t 
yet exist. “The answer is to use a system 
called maximum uncertainty,” says Professor 
Matthew Roughan, a mathematician at the 
Centre specialising in traffic matrices, and 
works with Dr Paul Tune at the University  
of Adelaide.

“We minimise inadvertent assumptions  
within the system—such as where bottlenecks 
will appear, or the size of the largest digital 
traffic spikes.”

The result will be networks that can cope with 
the real world—without needing to resort to 
expensive, ‘gold-plated’ over-engineering.

Tracking fish with parasites and maths
How much fish move around is critical information for fisheries managers—for 
example they need to know if fish caught off Brisbane are a separate population 
to those caught off Cairns. Different tracking techniques, such as physical tags  
or genetic mapping, can be used but each method has its weaknesses.

A team of mathematicians is using  
pre-existing data on Spanish mackerel, 
using their hitchhiking parasites to track fish 
movements and model the populations.

Since some parasites can live for a long 
time in their host, they can be used as living 
‘markers’. If particular parasites that are found 
only in specific areas turn up on a fish caught 
somewhere else, this parasitic collection  
helps tell the story of the fish’s travels.

It’s just one of the applications of the  
models that Dr Ross McVinish and Professor 
Phil Pollett are working on at the Centre.

“We’re looking at population models 
and trying to understand how individual 
characteristics affect the population as a 
whole,” Ross says. He and Phil are based  
at The University of Queensland.

Another focus is how the spread of a disease 
can be limited by changes in migration.

How do you balance increasing the 
population in areas of low infection 
without also boosting the risk of the 
disease spreading further?

They need to know how their  
network will fare in response  
to various situations

@ausscistories

Traffic matrices for more reliable digital networks
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Tracking dust 
Statisticians have revealed the 
surprising source of dust that plagues 
townships beside a Hunter Valley rail 
line delivering coal to Newcastle’s 
busy port.

Airborne dust increases as trains pass.  
But it wasn’t clear exactly how—for example, 
whether the dust was escaping uncovered  
coal wagons or coming from the diesel 
engines pulling the wagons. 

Professor Louise Ryan from the University 
of Technology, Sydney, and other Centre 
analysts correlated air-pollution data against 
information on passing trains and weather 
conditions, and built a complex, fine-tuned 
model of interdependent factors.

They found that airborne dust increased by 
the same amount whether passing coal trains 
were empty or full, and the dust increased the 
same amount when heavy freight trains passed 
as when coal trains passed. Shorter passenger 
trains didn’t increase dust by same amount 
and it wasn’t related to the number of diesel 
locomotives.

The most likely explanation, they found, 
was that the measured increase in airborne 
dust as trains passed was being caused by 
vibrations and turbulence from the trains’ 
passing throwing up dust from the tracks 
and the ground. This information will enable 
policymakers and train operators to focus  
their efforts to reduce dust.

Smart credit limits save money for customers and banks
The credit limit you’re not using on 
your card is costing the bank money, 
and that’s increasing the cost for  
all customers’ cards. 

Now, Melbourne mathematicians have 
developed a way of minimising this using the 
bank’s data on customer spending behaviour.

The unused credit costs the bank money 
because regulators require them to have funds 
in reserve—which they can’t invest elsewhere 
for profit—to cover the possibility you’ll make 
a large purchase and not pay the money back.

“It’s not a large cost, but it adds up and 
reduces overall profit,” says Jonathan,  
a mathematician at the Centre who undertook 
his PhD at The University of Melbourne. 
“Banks recuperate that cost through interest 
charges and fees, which makes a credit card 
an expensive way to borrow money.”

Jonathan’s model uses an individual’s 
purchasing and payment behaviour to create 
a personalised estimate of credit ‘need’ from 
month-to-month. This would allow banks to 
tailor credit limits to individual clients and 
decrease this cost.

Jonathan says that in Australia, credit limits 
tend to be set quite high. “In November 
2015, the Reserve Bank of Australia reported 
that purchases were only 18 per cent of total 
card limits, meaning most people aren’t using 
their full credit each month,” he says.

“This is one way of applying the available 
data, but there are many other ways it could 
be used, which I’m keen to explore.”

For more information: 

ARC Centre of Excellence for Mathematical and Statistical Frontiers,  
contact: Tim Macuga +61 7 3138 6741 timothy.macuga@qut.edu.au

Airborne dust caused by  
vibrations and turbulence  
from the trains’ passing

It adds up and reduces  
overall profit

Saving seagrass sanctuaries
Seagrass meadows provide food and habitat for everything  
from dugongs and birds to fish and tiny crabs. 

Globally we’re losing over 100 square 
kilometres per year due to dredging, coastal 
developments and runoff. That’s bad news for 
the animals they support, and bad news for 
us too, as seagrass supports healthy coastal 
fisheries as well as acting as a carbon store.

To see how seagrass can be given a fighting 
chance, Dr Paul Wu at the ARC Centre of 
Excellence for Mathematical and Statistical 
Frontiers and collaborators have put an 
extended modelling technique to new use, 
predicting seagrass health and suggests how 
some modified human activities could reduce 
the damage.

Dynamic Bayesian Networks allow modelling 
of cumulative effects and feedback loops—for 
example, as seagrass habitats are degraded, 
they affect the rate of further degradation.

The team hopes their work will help  
inform dredging management, new  
port development and maintenance.

“In a real-world application like this, with 
all these complex variables and processes, 
modelling helps managers and policymakers 
better understand the impact of decisions,” 
says Paul, who is based at the Queensland 
University of Technology.

For example, the modelling predicts that 
putting time restrictions on when dredging 
can occur could greatly reduce the loss of 
seagrasses and improve their recovery time.

The knowledge is being shared between 
biologists out in the field and mathematicians 
sifting through statistics.

“This combination of expertise allows us to 
predict information that would take years to 
gather in the field. This model is our current 
best understanding of nature,” Paul says.

This model is our current best 
understanding of nature



Could magnets  
stop us falling over?
Non-invasive brain stimulation  
using an applied magnetic field  
can strengthen brain connections  
that weaken as we age. 

World’s oldest  
gem leading us to 
hidden treasures
Zircon, the oldest mineral on 
the planet, is helping geologists 
understand how Earth started out  
and how it continues to evolve. 

More accurate 
readings of the heart
Almost everyone has had their blood 
pressure measured with an inflatable 
cuff around the arm. But as useful as 
this is, it can differ from the reading 
at the heart itself. 

Perth researchers hope to use this technique 
to improve the quality of life and reduce the 
risk of falls and injuries in older people.

Past the age of about 60, there’s a weakening 
of the structural connections between the 
three different areas of the brain that control 
our decision-making processes, our ‘planning’ 
centres, and our fine-motor control.

It’s the connections between those areas that 
ultimately allow us to successfully interact  
with our environment, for example adjusting 
our foot placement when we step on  
uneven paving.

Dr Ann-Maree Vallence of Murdoch University 
has been testing these connections in old and 
young brains, and has confirmed weakened 
connectivity between planning and motor 
control parts of the brains in older adults.

“This reduces our control of voluntary 
movement such as precise hand movements,” 
Ann-Maree says.

“It’s why older people lose the ability for fine 
movements—putting a key in a lock or all the 
tasks required for cooking a meal.”

She’s now testing the ability of repetitive, non-
invasive brain stimulation to strengthen these 
connections, in older, less ‘plastic’ brains.

The next step would be testing the effect on 
motor control after a couple of weeks of daily 
magnetic stimulation. “I would be looking 
for an improvement in fine-motor ability, and 
better balance,” Ann-Maree says.

Such a treatment, allied with physical and 
cognitive exercise, would aim for not only 
fewer falls but better quality of life overall.

The research is supported by the National 
Health and Medical Research Council, Western 
Australian Government, and the Rebecca 
Cooper Medical Research Foundation.

By better understanding the Earth’s structure, 
mining companies have been able to find new 
mineral deposits.

“Most of the mineral deposits that are 
exposed on the surface of the planet have 
already been found and mined, but we  
need to find the ones that are still hidden,”  
Dr Elena Belousova says.

She and her colleagues at the ARC Centre  
of Excellence for Core to Crust Fluid Systems 
have developed TerraneChron, a tool that 
looks at zircons found in geological samples, 
such as rocks or sand in river beds, to find  
out when they crystallised.

This determines how old the zircon is, and 
therefore how old the host rock is as well, 
helping define patterns in how Earth’s crust 
evolved.

TerraneChron can also be used to find where 
many mineral deposits are, such as gold, 
nickel and diamond, and is now widely used 
by global mining giants including BHP Billiton, 
helping to guide strategies for exploration.

At 4.4 billion years old, some of these gems 
are almost as old as Earth itself. Zircon 
contains small amounts of radioactive 
elements such as uranium, making it an  
ideal tool for dating rocks. It has helped  
them look back over the last million years at 
how Earth’s crust and mantle have evolved.

“When Earth first formed, there was no 
continental crust, this just developed later on,” 
explains Elena.

“The structure of the Earth is always changing, 
and we want to better understand how it 
evolved. In the future this may help us analyse 
samples brought back from the Moon and 
Mars, and determine if the planets have 
formed and evolved in the same way.”

Elena is the recipient of the 2016 Australian 
Academy of Science’s Nancy Millis Medal  
for Women in Science.

Twenty years ago Sydney scientists found a 
way to get that extra information. They created 
a model that gives the pressure at the main 
artery of the heart, using the wrist’s pressure 
pulse (the shape of the ‘waves’ that both  
travel along arteries when the heart pumps 
blood, and travel back to the heart as it fills 
with blood). 

The model wasn’t applicable to children,  
since their limbs are still growing—so now 
they’re adapting it to fit.

“We have guidelines on when to treat people 
for abnormally high blood pressure, or 
hypertension,” says Professor Alberto Avolio 
of Macquarie University, who developed the 
model with Professor Michael O’Rourke of  
St Vincent’s Hospital.

“But people who are ‘normal’ at their arm  
may have quite different systolic pressures  
at their heart, or vice versa.” 

In the 1950s English physiologist Donald 
McDonald and mathematician John 
Womersley recognised this problem and 
began investigating how blood flow changes 
as it moves through arteries. 

The model that came from their ideas has 
transformed the measurement of blood 
pressure around the world, and spawned 
Australian company AtCor Medical along with 
many others overseas. But it’s never worked 
for children, and that’s what they’re now 
attempting to fix. 

“Diseases of the heart and blood vessels still 
kill more people than all cancers combined,” 
Alberto says.

“One of the most important and modifiable 
aspects of these diseases is hypertension.”

Aim for not only fewer falls  
but better quality of life overall

Diseases of the heart and blood 
vessels still kill more people
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Photos: Studying non-invasive brain stimulation to strengthen brain connections; Sampling with Pan-African Mining geological team in Madagascar,  
credit: Julia Galin; Using a mathematical model to transform how we measure blood pressure, credit: Mark Butlin

For more information: Murdoch University, Ann-Maree Vallence, +61 8 9360 7464, A.Vallence@murdoch.edu.au; ARC Centre of Excellence for Core to Crust Fluid Systems,  
Elena Belousova, +61 2 9850 6126, elena.belousova@mq.edu.au, http://ccfs.mq.edu.au; Macquarie University, Alberto Avolio, +61 2 9850 2747, alberto.avolio@mq.edu.au

@ausscistories



In any small practice, there’s a risk that an error 
can be interpreted as a one-off event, as there 
is limited awareness that the same incident 
could be occurring in other practices.

However, a study led by Macquarie University 
GP researcher Associate Professor Meredith 
Makeham, demonstrated a way to share 
incident information among a large network  
of practices. This allowed individual practices 
to collectively learn from each other.

The National Health and Medical Research 
Council-funded Threats to Australian 
Patient Safety (TAPS) study collated over 
600 anonymous error reports from randomly 
selected NSW GPs and identified a number 
of systematic process issues that could put 
patients at risk.

For example, the study identified that 
the new packaging for a two-component 
meningococcal vaccine had resulted in some 
patients being administered just the ineffective 
liquid component of the vaccine, without  
the active powder component.

“This mistake would be easy to dismiss as 
human error at each individual practice,” 
Meredith says. 

“But the weight of evidence across a large 
number of practices clearly indicated that 
there was a systematic problem that needed 
to be resolved.”

In fact, the study found that more than 
twice as many errors were due to process 
problems than were due to deficiencies in the 
knowledge and skills of health professionals.

The study’s methods have recently been 
adopted by the French national quality  
and safety agency.

Big data gives 
Australians a 
sporting chance 
A new mapping tool will help shape a healthier 
Australia through sport and recreation.

Developed by researchers at Victoria University 
and Federation University Australia, the Sport 
and Recreation Spatial tool is a consolidated 
national database combining data on exercise, 
recreation and sport participation as well as 
demographic and health statistics. It also 
includes information on existing sports venues 
and organisations.

While the health benefits of sport and exercise 
are clear, identifying whether programs and 
facilities are effective and accessible can be 
difficult.

“Data has traditionally been held in silos,” says 
Associate Professor Rochelle Eime from the 
Institute of Sport, Exercise and Active Living at 
Victoria University and Federation University.

“For example, individual sporting bodies 
collected information but were not able to 
analyse or share that beyond their own walls.

“Sport and Recreation Spatial overcomes that 
issue through integrating all this information 
into a common template, and analysing  
trends over time.”

Rochelle and her colleagues are already 
using Sport and Recreation Spatial to 
provide advice and identify priority areas of 
action for the Victorian State Government, 
local governments and individual sporting 
organisations in Australia.

“Sport and Recreation Spatial is all about 
investigating involvement in sport and 
recreation, to make evidence-based 
decisions,” Rochelle says. “It’s become the 
largest repository for sport and recreation  
data in Australia.”

The database has been developed using data 
from 11 sports, including netball, football, 
cricket and tennis. Partners in the project 
include the Australian Sports Commission, 
VicHealth and Sport and Recreation Victoria.

Distilling value from 
industrial waste
Hot and salty water is a common by-product 
of industries such as textiles, food and dairy 
production. But new technology that allows 
this water to be purified, collected and  
re-used on site has been developed by 
Victorian scientists.

Their compact module, smaller than the size 
of a human, can transform a wasteful industrial 
operation into an efficient process that 
recycles energy, water and materials.

“We’ve calculated that our module can reduce 
water use by more than 90 per cent in some 
industrial settings,” Professor Mikel Duke says.

Developed by Mikel and Professor Stephen 
Gray with their colleagues at Victoria 
University, the technology applies a patented 
arrangement of heat exchangers and 
polymeric membranes for distillation.

“The membranes act like a Gor-Tex jacket—
they let water vapour, but not liquid water, 
pass through,” Mikel says.

The vapour is collected as clean water. Some 
contaminants—such as salts, minerals and 
food solids—can be isolated as another source 
of value.

“Recovered products cover the cost of the 
technology through avoiding costly waste-
management procedures, or as a source of 
revenue in themselves,” Mikel says.

A commercial prototype of the membrane 
distillation module is currently in production. 
The researchers are also looking beyond 
Australia for further developments.

“We are discussing opportunities with the 
Chinese Academy of Sciences,” Stephen says.

Victoria University developed this technology 
and its applications in partnership with 
Grampians-Wimmera-Mallee Water, Australian 
Textile Mills, City West Water, Dairy Innovation 
Australia Limited, Ecogen Energy, CSIRO  
and Pinches Industries.

The largest repository for sport 
and recreation data in Australia

More than twice as many errors 
were due to process problems

Recovered products cover the  
cost of the technology through 
avoiding costly waste-management
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For more information: Macquarie University, Meredith Makeham,  
+61 2 9850 2322, meredith.makeham@mq.edu.au

Saving lives with 
better processes 
How can a doctor in a small practice 
with only one or two GPs learn from 
the mistakes of doctors across the 
country?

For more information: 

Victoria University, contact: Donna Hannan +61 3 9919 4708 donna.hannan@vu.edu.au

Read about saving oiled penguins on page 3



Photos: The teaching gardens form an important part of Rebecca’s science classes, credit: Windaroo State School; Jane can help farmers restore damaged soils, or map the spread of cane 
toads, credit: Prime Minister’s Prizes for Science/WildBear; Ken’s students are also given the opportunity to join Space Camp, based at the US Space Academy, credit: Ken Silburn

Where are the  
plants and animals 
we want to conserve, 
and the invaders we 
want to control?
Jane Elith is one of the most 
influential environmental scientists  
in the world, though she rarely 
ventures into the field.

She develops and assesses species distribution 
models, which are used by governments, land 
and catchment managers and conservationists 
around the world—in short, for applying the 
lessons of ecology.

In Australia for example her models can 
help farmers restore damaged soils, map 
the spread of cane toads, and compare the 
implications of development options in the 
Tiwi Islands for threatened plants and animals 
that have largely disappeared from the 
mainland.

Jane is an early career researcher, yet in the 
field of environment and ecology, she is 
the 11th most cited author worldwide over 
the past 10 years, and is the only Australian 
woman on the highly cited list, according to 
the information company Thomson Reuters.

Jane is an Australian Research Council Future 
Fellow at the University of Melbourne’s School 
of Biosciences and a member of the Centre  
of Excellence for Biosecurity Risk Analysis.

Dr Jane Elith received the 2015 Frank Fenner 
Prize for Life Scientist of the Year.

Bringing students to science
Two science teachers from New South Wales and Queensland are using fresh 
approaches to get kids interested in science—and keep them interested.

Fifteen years ago Casula High School was just 
an average state school in Sydney’s south-
western suburbs with just eight students 
doing science at year 12. But something 
extraordinary has happened. Two-thirds of 
Year 11 and 12 students now choose science 
subjects and they are performing well above 
the state average.

The transformation is largely due to the 
work of Dr Ken Silburn, the head of science 
at Casula, through extension programs, 
interactive and hands-on activities for 
students, and a great deal of encouragement.

Ken focuses on what his students are most 
interested in or fascinated by, and makes it  
a big part of his science teaching curriculum.  
A highlight is the use of space science as a 
core element of the classes.

And 15 years ago, Rebecca Johnson from 
Windaroo State School initiated a new 
method for teaching science more effectively 
in primary schools without costing the 
government anything extra.

“No-one ever questions the need to have 
specialist teachers for subjects such as music, 
physical education and languages other than 
English, in primary schools,” says Rebecca.

“Particular skill sets and qualities are required 
to teach these subjects effectively, and I 
believe the same applies to teaching science.”

With a fully-resourced science room Rebecca, 
with her teaching partner, teaches science 
to every student at Windaroo State School, 
helping them to experience a depth of science 
learning usually reserved for high school. And 
it’s all effectively done during the classroom 
teachers’ non-contact time, at no extra cost.

The model has now been widely adopted 
by other Queensland primary schools, and 
Rebecca now assists teachers to set up their 
own specialist science programmes.

For their contributions to science teaching,  
Dr Ken Silburn and Mrs Rebecca Johnson  
each received a 2015 Prime Minister’s Prize  
for Excellence in Science Teaching.
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Models are used by governments, 
land and catchment managers and 
conservationists around the world

For complete profiles, photos and videos, and more information on the  
Prime Minister’s Prizes for Science, visit www.science.gov.au/pmscienceprizes @ausscistories



Making polymers 
with light
Polymers are being used for  
non-stick coatings, anti-fouling 
technology, precision drug delivery, 
medical diagnosis, imaging, and  
many other applications.

Associate Professor Cyrille Boyer’s ideas are 
built on the revolutionary RAFT techniques 
(a technique to precisely control how small 
molecules are linked together to form large 
polymer chains) for which Professor David 
Solomon and Dr Ezio Rizzardo received the 
2011 Prime Minister’s Prize for Science. His 
latest technology uses light and chlorophyll  
to catalyse the production of polymers.

He’s using it to create polymeric nanoparticles 
that can encapsulate therapeutic agents into 
the human body. For instance, he developed 
polymeric nanoparticles to treat bacterial 
biofilms, which can cause chronic diseases.

Cyrille is an Australian Research Council Future 
Fellow in the School of Chemical Engineering 
at the University of New South Wales.

Cyrille Boyer received the 2015 Malcolm 
McIntosh Prize for Physical Scientist of the 
Year for his contributions to polymer science, 
nanotechnology and nanomedicine, as well  
as the Le Fevre Memorial Prize.

Feeding the world, 
and asking where  
the wind went
Life on land depends on plants.  
And every plant balances opening  
its pores to let in carbon dioxide  
for photosynthesis; and closing its 
pores to retain water.

Graham Farquhar’s work has transformed  
our understanding of photosynthesis.

His models of plant biophysics have been  
used to understand cells, whole plants,  
whole forests, and to create new water-
efficient wheat varieties. His latest project  
will determine which trees will grow faster  
in a high carbon dioxide world.

His work has also revealed a global climate 
mystery. Evaporation rates and wind speeds 
are slowing around the world, contrary to  
the predictions of most climate models.  
Life under climate change may be wetter  
than we expected.

Graham is Distinguished Professor of the 
Australian National University’s Research 
School of Biology and Chief Investigator  
of the ARC Centre of Excellence for 
Translational Photosynthesis.

Trillions of bubbles  
at work for Australia
Graeme Jameson’s  
technologies use trillions  
of bubbles to add billions  
of dollars to the value of  
Australia’s mineral and  
energy industries.

Graeme took flotation,  
a century-old technology  
developed in Broken Hill,  
and transformed it. A turbulent  
cloud of minute bubbles are pushed  
through a slurry of ground-up ore  
where they pick up tiny mineral  
particles and carry them to the surface.

His Jameson Cell was developed in  
1980 to concentrate base metals such  
as copper, lead, and zinc. But it has  
found many more applications, most  
profitably in the Australian coal industry,  
where to date the Jameson Cell has  
retrieved fine export coal particles worth  
more than $36 billion.

Now, Graeme is working on a newer version of 
his technology. The Novacell can concentrate 
larger ore particles, and save up to 15 per cent 
of the total energy expended in extraction and 
processing in mining—reducing greenhouse 
gas emissions as well.

Graeme is Laureate Professor of Chemical 
Engineering at the University of Newcastle and 
Director of its Centre for Multiphase Processes.

Nanoparticles can carry drugs  
into the human body to break 
down bacterial biofilms

Transformed our understanding 
of the world’s most important 
biological reaction

The Novacell captures large 
particles, saving energy  
and money
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Photos: Cyrille’s nanoparticles can carry drugs into the human body to break down bacterial biofilms associated 
with implants, credit: Prime Minister’s Prizes for Science/WildBear; Graham’s models of plant biophysics have been 
used to understand cells, whole plants and whole forests, credit: Prime Minister’s Prizes for Science/WildBear; 
Graeme’s new technology will also reduce greenhouse gas emissions in mining processes, credit: Prime Minister’s 
Prizes for Science/WildBear

For more information: 

Department of Industry, Innovation and Science,  
contact: Kelly Fong pmprize@industry.gov.au



And she’s shown that people with dementia 
don’t just lose the ability to remember the 
past, they also lose the ability to envisage  
the future.

While working at Neuroscience Research 
Australia and the University of New South 
Wales, Muireann has demonstrated that 
patients with dementia are unable to imagine 
future events or to engage in future-oriented 
forms of memory, and she has revealed  
the key brain regions that support these 
complex functions.

Now, with the help of a 2015 L’Oréal-UNESCO 
For Women in Science Fellowship she is 
looking at changes that occur across the brain.

She plans to map the cognitive and neural 
changes that occur in dementia, and to 
chart the evolution of these changes with 
disease progression. If she can work out how 
pathological processes spread throughout the 
brain, then she may be able to help with the 
early detection and targeted treatment  
of dementia.

She expects her work will inform the 
development of activities for patients that will 
improve their quality of life and reduce the 
burden faced by caregivers. “Ultimately, I aim 
to comprehensively map the neurobiological 
changes which underlie the devastating loss 
of uniquely human cognitive functions,” 
Muireann says.

Dementia will be one of the greatest 
challenges for our health system in the next  
50 years and Muireann is leading the search 
for solutions.

Muireann was one of four L’Oréal-UNESCO 
For Women in Science Australia & New 
Zealand Fellows in 2015. The other 2015 
Australian Fellows were Jodie Rummer of 
Townsville and Shari Breen of Sydney.

How we imagine  
the future
Dr Muireann Irish discovered  
which parts of our brain are  
essential to imagine the future, 
ranging from simple things like  
“I must remember my keys and  
my wallet” to imagining complex 
events such as “my next holiday”.

Expanding treatments for ‘Australian’ cancer
The chances of surviving melanoma are getting better every year. But some 
cancers still become ‘resistant’ to treatment, and others don’t respond at all. 

A collection of over 10,000 blood and  
4,900 tissue samples from the biobank at the 
Melanoma Institute Australia is being used to 
hunt for clues to predict which patients won’t 
be responsive to treatment from day one. 
The researchers, from Macquarie University, 
are also looking for the basis of developed 
resistance by the cancer. 

More than 12,000 cases of melanoma are 
diagnosed in Australia annually, making it  
the third most common cancer. 

“Melanoma used to be the ‘orphan’ of 
cancer research—prior to 2000 there were 
no therapies available that could increase 
patients’ survival,” says Professor Helen Rizos 
of the Precision Cancer Therapy Research 
Group, who is leading the research.

Advances in technologies have led to more 
treatment options, including immunotherapies 
that encourage the immune system to detect 
and fight the cancer, which up to 60 per cent 
of patients respond to. For 20-25 per cent of 
these patients, the response is ‘long-lived’, 
meaning a few doses of immunotherapy 
increase their survival by three to 10 years. 

Those with a particular cancer mutation in 
the BRAF gene (almost half of all Australian 
melanoma cases) can also receive two drugs 
targeting BRAF activity, which their cancer 
depends on for survival. While more than  
eight out of 10 patients respond to this 
double-whammy treatment, many cancers  
will then find another way to survive—which 
Helen and her team hope to prevent. 
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Photo: Helen and her colleagues are searching for clues on how people will respond to treatment, credit: Carolyn Seri for Melanoma Institute Australia Report 

For more information: Neuroscience Research Australia, Muireann Irish, +61 2 9399 1602, m.irish@neura.edu.au; Macquarie University, Helen Rizos, +61 2 9850 2762, helen.rizos@mq.edu.au 

Helen and her colleagues are searching for clues on how people will respond to treatment

A few doses of immunotherapy 
increase their survival by  
three to 10 years

@ausscistories



Supercharged rice to feed the world
The discovery of C4 photosynthesis at a Brisbane sugar refinery 50 years ago spawned  
a whole new field of plant biology and is now well on the way to feeding the world.

Three billion people rely on rice for survival, 
but C4 plants like maize and sugarcane grow 
faster, have higher yields, and are more 
drought-tolerant.

“C4 plants photosynthesise faster thanks to a 
biochemical ‘supercharger’ that concentrates 
CO2 in specialised structures in their leaves,” 
says Professor Bob Furbank from the ARC 
Centre of Excellence for Translational 
Photosynthesis.

“If we can modify rice to use the C4 pathway, 
instead of C3, we can improve rice production 
and double its water efficiency.”

In 2015, the first rice plant to contain the five 
genes necessary for C4 photosynthesis was 
created at the International Rice Research 
Institute in the Philippines.

To speed up the evolution of rice from  
C3 to its C4 form, the researchers take genes 
from maize, splice them into the rice genome, 
then cross-breed the rice until they get the 
combinations required to trigger the C4 
pathway.

It’s a task that involves 12 institutions in  
eight countries, including Bob, who is a  
plant biologist, and his colleague Professor 
Susanne von Caemmerer, who has a 
background in mathematics.

“What I love about this project is that it has 
unified researchers from different fields for 
a common, and very worthy cause,” says 
Susanne.

“It’s also grabbed the attention of the Bill 
and Melinda Gates Foundation, who’ve just 
renewed our funding for the third time.”

Eye, repair yourself
Gene therapy clinical trials are underway to treat one of the leading causes of blindness in the developed world.

The treatment for wet age-related macular 
degeneration (more advanced than dry 
macular degeneration) will hopefully be 
available to patients within three years,  
says the team at the Lions Eye Institute in 
Western Australia.

They’re using a modified virus to carry a gene 
into the cells at the back of the eye. The 
delivered gene encourages these cells to 
continuously secrete medication to treat the 
problem.

“It effectively turns the cells into little  
‘bio-factories,’” Professor Elizabeth  
Rakoczy explains.

It’s also more efficient and less invasive than 
the current treatment, which requires an 
injection into the eye every month. Elizabeth’s 
treatment consists of a single injection,  
under local anaesthetic.

This form of macular degeneration occurs 
when the proteins in the back of the eye, 
which are responsible for growing new blood 
vessels, are overproduced. This causes 
abnormal growth of blood vessels that are 
prone to bleeding, damaging the macula  
and causing vision loss.

Elizabeth believes this is just the beginning  
for using gene therapy to treat diseases.

“The eye is a nice model to start with, it’s a 
small organ so it’s easy to monitor what’s going 
on,” she says. “Whereas if you’re treating 
something like MS, you have to work with  
and monitor many kilograms of muscle  
around the body.”

“Conceptually, this research could change  
how we treat other complex diseases, like 
diabetes and heart disease.”

The treatment is 15 years in the making.

“It’s exciting to have taken the research from 
‘bench to bed’—we started from scratch  
and are now trialling in patients.”
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Photos: Helping the blind eye to repair itself using modified viruses, credit: Chris Barry; Specialised cells (called bundle sheath cells) inside a C4 plant 
leaf (bottom) trap CO2 and allow it to photosynthesise more efficiently than a C3 plant like rice (top), credit: International Rice Research Institute

For more information: Lions Eye Institute, Elizabeth Rakoczy, +61 8 9381 0726, elizabeth.rakoczy@uwa.edu.au, www.lei.org.au/author/erakoczy;  
ARC Centre of Excellence for Translational Photosynthesis, Natalia Bateman, +61 2 6125 1703, natalia.bateman@anu.edu.au

Making C3 plants like rice (top) 
photosynthesise more efficiently 
like C4 plants (bottom)

The discovery of C4 photosynthesis 
by Hal Hatch and Roger Slack  
50 years ago could soon help  
feed the world

It effectively turns the cells  
into little ‘bio-factories
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Australia  
Indonesia 
collaborations
How much do barnacles and algae 
slow our ships; energy efficient 
houses to suit tropical climates;  
a new vaccine for tuberculosis—
Indonesian and Australian scientists 
are tackling some of the biggest 
challenges facing both nations.

With its supporters, the Australia 
Indonesia Centre is funding 
collaborative research in health, 
energy, food and agriculture, 
infrastructure, and resilient 
communities. Here are some 
highlights.

Fishing for food security
Local fishermen in Indonesia are catching less fish. Whatever the reason,  
it is a significant problem for those who live on small islands in particular,  
as fish make up about 90 per cent of the protein they eat.

A team of Indonesian and Australian social scientists is looking at how communities adapt to these 
changes. Initially, in a pilot project study financed by the Australia Indonesia Centre, the researchers 
are examining whether there is a link between fishing productivity and feelings of food insecurity in  
the small islands off Kai Kecil, and if so, whether a weakening of local management of fish populations 
and a rise in intercommunity conflicts over fish resources play a role. 

The researchers are also studying how individuals cope with food insecurity, and attitudes to 
alternative ways of making a living. 

“There are a lot of small islands in the world,” says project coordinator Dr Budy Resosudarmo of the 
Crawford School of Public Policy at the Australian National University. “Indonesia is a good case for 
this issue. If we can find out how to handle this, maybe we can provide answers to the rest of the 
world, particularly the islands of the Torres Strait and the Pacific Ocean. Improved transportation could 
also create a better flow of goods and services, and that could generate the possibility of great trade 
with the rest of the world and a bigger market for Australian agriculture, in particular,” Budy says. 

The collaboration has drawn upon resources of two universities in Indonesia, Hasanuddin in  
Sulawesi and Pattimura in the regional capital of Ambon; the Tual Fisheries Polytechnic in  
Kai Kecil; and from two universities in Australia, the Australian National University and the  
University of Tasmania, where there are experts in fisheries economics. 

Putting a window and lasers in a ship’s hull to improve efficiency
Every shipping manager wages an endless battle against fouling—the bacteria, seaweed, barnacles  
and other marine life that take up residence on the hull of ships within days of it entering the water. 

This biofouling is thought to add more than 
20 per cent to the fuel costs of commercial 
shipping, not to mention the added journey 
time for a ship weighed down with barnacles. 
That’s a big cost for the maritime trading 
nations of Australia and Indonesia, potentially 
adding up to billions of dollars per year. 

Using lasers and a window in a ship’s hull, 
researchers will assess how quickly the 
efficiency of the ship declines, and then  
how to balance fuel efficiency and the cost  
of putting a ship in dry dock to clean it. 

“Essentially we’ve built a laboratory worth 
thousands of dollars inside the hull of the ship. 
Once we clearly know how things are growing 
on the bottom, and the effect this has on fuel 
efficiency, we can suggest more informed 
anti-fouling strategies, saving time and money 
for boat operators and passengers,” says 
Professor I Ketut Aria Pria Utama of the Institut 
Teknologi Sepuluh Nopember (ITS).

The team combines the maritime experience 
of engineers from ITS in Surabaya with fluid 
mechanics led by Dr Nicholas Hutchins at the 
University of Melbourne, in partnership with 
the University of Southampton in the UK and 
protective coating group, Hempel. 
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Collaborating to 
combat killers
Indonesian and Australian researchers 
are working together to combat 
two big killers: pneumonia, and 
tuberculosis.

Around six million young Indonesians catch 
pneumonia each year, according to a 2008 
study, and it’s the number one killer of children 
under five. Researchers now think there might 
be a link to how much time kids are spending 
out in the sunshine—more specifically, their 
level of vitamin D. 

The study is part of a two-pronged attack 
aimed at collecting information on the 
incidence and severity in early childhood 
of respiratory tract infections—including 
the common cold, asthma, pneumonia, 
bronchiolitis—and to determine whether  
they are linked to a lack of vitamin D.

It’s founded on a research collaboration of 
more than 40 years between the Murdoch 
Childrens Research Institute and the Faculty of 
Medicine at Universitas Gadjah Mada (UGM)
in Yogyakarta.

The University of Sydney are also collaborating 
with UGM to develop a new vaccine for 
tuberculosis. They’ve already established a 
laboratory and immunological techniques to 
test if two proteins from the bacterium can 
be used as the basis for a vaccine. Testing is 
planned to begin by the end of 2015.

More than 320,000 cases of tuberculosis  
were reported in Indonesia and just over  
1,000 in Australia in 2014, according to the 
World Health Organisation. 

The Australia-Indonesia Centre was 
established by the Australian Government 
in late 2013 to facilitate research-driven 
innovation and build stronger relationships 
between Australia and Indonesia. The Centre, 
hosted by Monash University, is a collaboration 
between Monash University, the Australian 
National University, CSIRO, the University 
of Melbourne and the University of Sydney, 
working with seven leading Indonesian 
universities.

Designing the  
coolest and most 
efficient tropical 
houses
Traditional buildings in Indonesia 
make use of ‘passive’ cooling 
techniques. Being well ventilated, 
raised off the ground, and with shady 
verandas, their design allows them to 
stay cool in a tropical climate without 
air conditioning. The classic timber 
‘Queenslander’ house also follows  
a similar design.

Now architects and engineers from both 
countries are getting together to compare 
notes on such designs and materials.

One of the biggest problems is incorporating 
these design features into high density urban 
areas. About a third of the energy of modern 
buildings is consumed in heating and cooling, 
says engineer Dr Glenn Platt, Director of 
CSIRO’s energy efficiency research and a 
co-leader of the project. Much of that energy 
could be saved, leading not only to lower 
energy bills, but also to climate benefits by 
reducing the use of carbon-intensive fuels.

“Cross-ventilation in these buildings is a 
challenge. So creating more porous building 
masses for low income vertical housing will 
be critical,” says Mr Jatmika Suryabrata, of 
Universitas Gadjah Mada (UGM).

The projects are built from a 
collaborative relationship that’s 
been ongoing for over 40 years

Around six million young Indonesians  
catch pneumonia each year

Making efficient ports to keep cities connected

Port cities can be lively, vibrant  
hives of activity—the hub of a  
nation’s economic health— 
if they’re planned well. 

Indonesia’s busiest port, Tanjung Priok, has 
roughly two and a half times the container 
traffic as the Port of Melbourne. But it also  
has a reputation as one of the least efficient 
ports in Asia. 

Indonesian President Joko Widodo has 
recognised the need to transform the nation’s 
ports and plans to develop 24 new ports  
by 2019. One recently-established, state- 
of-the-art port is Teluk Lamong in Surabaya. 

A team of Indonesian and Australian scientists 
and engineers will work with the Teluk Lamong 
port authorities to maximise the efficiency of 
links between ports, rails and roads.

The Port of Melbourne is being used as a 
case study in the project. It’s Australia’s largest 
city port for container trade, but is expected 
to quadruple in traffic by 2035 and wants to 
maintain its efficiency as it grows.

“This research will assist both countries  
in getting the most out of their ports,”  
says Dr Hera Widyastuti, of the Sepuluh 
Nopember Institute of Technology, and 
Infrastructure Cluster Co-Lead of the  
Australia Indonesia Centre.

“If our research can help improve port 
efficiency, accessibility and connectivity, 
there will definitely be positive impacts on 
employment, health and transportation in 
eastern Java.”

“It’s one thing to build an impressive port—it’s 
another to make sure things go from one 
point to another in an efficient way. This is our 
chance to do some really interesting research 
with immediate useful outcomes, and we 
want it to be helpful to both ports,” Professor 
Wing Kong Chiu, of Monash University, and 
Infrastructure Cluster Co-Lead of the Australia 
Indonesia Centre says.

Find out more about Australia Indonesia Centre partners and projects at  
www.australiaindonesiacentre.org, +61 3 9903 1296, aic-enquiries@monash.edu



Taking autoimmune 
disease personally
More than 1.2 million Australians  
have an autoimmune disease.  
But any two people may experience  
it very differently, even if their  
disease has the same name.

Unlike infectious diseases, autoimmune 
diseases are not passed from person 
to person. They are our bodies fighting 
themselves, making every person’s  
disease unique.

“A lot of clinical trials fail as they treat all 
patients with a certain ‘disease’ as one big 
group,” says Professor Carola Vinuesa, from 
the National Health and Medical Research 
Council Centre for Research Excellence in 
Personalised Immunology at The Australian 
National University.

Carola and her team are using genetics to 
better understand the differences between 
patients, and to find more effective and 
personalised treatments based on an 
individual’s own genes’ involvement in their 
immune system.

Her work has led to the discovery of genes  
and cells important for immune regulation.  
It’s paving the way for the development of  
new drugs and better use of existing drugs to 
fight diseases such as lupus, juvenile diabetes 
and rheumatoid arthritis.

Carola’s team recently discovered that a 
mutation to a single gene (TREX1) in a girl  
with lupus was triggering her immune system 
into overdrive, and causing inflammation.

“We’ve now been able to recommend her 
for a new drug that specifically targets the 
cause of her disease,” says Carola, who 
acknowledges the Human Genome Project 
and gene technology advances have helped 
her recent success.

“I’ve been in this area for more than 15 years 
and over the last few it’s started to feel that 
we are finally discovering the real causes of 
autoimmune disease, and doctors are starting 
to be able to target treatment to  
the individual.”

Carola was awarded the inaugural CSL  
Young Florey Medal in 2014.

The ageing brain can repair itself
Professor Perry Bartlett is putting people with dementia on treadmills.

He has already reversed dementia and 
recovered spatial memories in mice through 
exercise. And in 2016 he and colleagues at  
The University of Queensland will begin 
clinical trials to see if exercise will have the 
same impact in people with dementia.  
Then he’ll look at depression.

Underpinning these projects is the idea that 
the brain is constantly changing; and that 
learning, memory, mood, and many other 
brain functions are in part regulated by the 
production of new neurons.

“My fascination for the brain comes from  
its complexity,” Perry says.

“How do these vast networks of 10,000 million 
neurons, each with 10,000 connections, 
determine the brain’s more metaphysical 
aspects like who we are, consciousness,  
and free will?”

When Perry started exploring the brain in  
1977 the mature brain was regarded as static 
and unchangeable. He challenged this dogma 
and his work has led to a transformation in  
our understanding of the brain.

In 1982 Perry predicted that there were stem 
cells in the brain. In 1992 he found them in 
mouse embryos, then in adult mice. A decade 
later, he isolated them from the forebrain.

“Our first thought back at the beginning 
was ‘Wow, now we will be able to repair the 
brain,’” says Perry. And, while it’s still been  
a long road, they are now well on the way.

Perry was awarded the 2015 CSL Florey Medal 
for his discoveries, and for his leadership of 
neuroscience in Australia.

Can exercise reverse dementia?
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Photos: Mapping the vast networks of the brain; 10,000 million neurons, each with 10,000 connections, credit: 
Queensland Brain Institute; Can putting people on treadmills help cure dementia? credit: Steppingstone 
productions; Carola is using genetics to fight autoimmune disease, credit: John Curtin School of Medical Research

For more information: John Curtin School of Medical Research, Carola Vinuesa, +61 2 6125 4500, carola.vinuesa@anu.edu.au;  
The University of Queensland Communications, +61 7 3346 0561, communications@uq.edu.au
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Photos: The blue coral snake is just one of the species helping scientists to better understand pain, credit: Lou Boyer;  
Tubular photobioreactor used to produce microalgae, credit: The University of Queensland; Patients will soon be  
able to test themselves for diseases like Zika virus or breast cancer using their smart phone, credit: Siro Perez,  
Molecular Warehouse Ltd

For more information: Institute for Molecular Bioscience Communications, +61 7 3346 2134, communications@imb.uq.edu.au

Deadly animals  
and pain
Toxins from snakes, spiders, jellyfish 
and scorpions are helping scientists 
to better understand how pain works, 
with the hope of managing chronic 
pain more effectively.

Pain comes in many forms, requiring different 
treatments and often making it difficult to 
manage. Many painkillers have negative side-
effects including addiction, and for some the 
painkillers don’t even work.

“Many drugs achieve around 50 per cent  
pain relief in only one-third of patients.  
That’s not good enough,” says Dr Irina Vetter, 
Deputy Director of the Institute for Molecular 
Bioscience’s Centre for Pain Research at  
The University of Queensland.

Irina is looking at the pathways that are 
affected when the body is exposed to toxins 
from venomous animals, and the genetic 
changes associated with the pain they cause.

“Venoms have evolved over time to have very 
specific effects on the nervous system of prey, 
with some of the venom components causing 
pain, and others blocking pain pathways,”  
Irina says.

“Components that cause pain help us to 
understand pain pathways, and components 
that block pain have direct potential as 
painkillers.”

For cancer patients, pain is the major side 
effect that limits dosage of some types of 
chemotherapy.

“If we can manage the pain, we can continue 
treatment at a high dose while maintaining  
a better quality of life,” Irina says.

Irina hopes the research will lead to smarter 
approaches to managing pain, perhaps 
moving into personalised medicine where 
patients will be able to go to their doctor and 
get a blood test to determine the mechanism 
of their pain, then be treated with the 
appropriate painkiller from the beginning.

Can algae fuel  
our future?
Algae is being used to produce 
animal and aquaculture feeds, 
nutraceuticals, and vaccines,  
including one against dengue fever.

“By 2050, our global population is expected 
to exceed nine billion people, demanding 
50 per cent more fuel, 70 per cent more food 
and 50 per cent more water than we currently 
do,” says Professor Ben Hankamer from the 
Institute for Molecular Bioscience (IMB) at The 
University of Queensland (UQ).

“But we still need to make major cuts to 
carbon dioxide emissions and that’s going to 
require more efficient and commercially-viable 
renewable energy systems.”

Ben is leading the Solar Biofuels Research 
Centre, an advanced national facility 
investigating the development and use 
of high-efficiency microalgae production 
platforms.

A wide range of fuels including biodiesel, 
aviation fuel and ethanol can also be extracted 
from algae.

“This is perhaps the most important product 
as fuel production alone makes up 80 per cent 
of the global energy demand,” Ben says.

The Centre was developed by IMB in 
partnership with the Queensland Government 
and other industry partners including Siemens 
and Neste Oil Corp.

“Pioneering researchers have shown that it is 
technically possible to make clean fuel from 
algae, and now the big challenge is to show 
that it can be commercially competitive and 
attractive to major industry,” says Professor 
Peter Høj, Vice-Chancellor at UQ.

Zika testing with  
a smartphone
Prototypes of a portable test for  
Zika virus and a range of other 
diseases, using just a microchip 
plugged into a smartphone, may  
be available by the end of 2016.

Zika—a rapidly-spreading, mosquito-borne 
disease—doesn’t always show symptoms and 
currently has no treatment or vaccine.

The new test could be performed from the 
comfort of the patient’s own home according 
to Professor Kirill Alexandrov from the  
Institute for Molecular Bioscience (IMB) at  
The University of Queensland.

Just one drop of blood or saliva onto the 
microchip is needed, and the rapidly displayed 
results would be sent to the patient’s GP.

The technology can test for disease in blood, 
saliva, sweat, tears and urine. It was originally 
developed for diagnosing breast and prostate 
cancers, for personalised management of 
psychological stress, and to test the efficacy 
of drugs such as immunosuppressants in 
individual patients.

“We developed protein-based switches that 
can recognise the disease biomarker, which is 
something that current technologies struggle 
to do outside the lab,” Kirill says.

“The switch then responds by producing an 
electric current that can be detected by the 
smartphone.”

The technology was developed by Kirill’s 
research group at IMB and the Australian-UK 
start-up company Molecular Warehouse Ltd.

A smartphone test for Zika

@scienceinpublic

The team is using algae to produce 
animal and aquaculture feeds, 
nutraceuticals and vaccines

Venoms have evolved over time  
to have very specific effects on  
the nervous system of prey



Build it and they will come— 
chip design creates computer blueprint
The design of a 3D silicon chip architecture clears another  
hurdle in the international race to build quantum computers.

Researchers at the University of Melbourne 
and the University of New South Wales 
(UNSW) have designed a chip based on single 
atom quantum bits, creating a blueprint 
for building a large-scale silicon quantum 
computer.

“Our Australian team has developed the 
world’s best qubits in silicon. However, to scale 
up to a fully operational quantum computer 
we need more than just many of these 
qubits—we need to be able to control and 
arrange them in such a way that we can correct 
errors quantum mechanically,” says Professor 
Lloyd Hollenberg, the Deputy Director of the 
CQC2T, who led the work with Dr Charles Hill. 

“In our work, we’ve developed a blueprint to 
build a full-scale quantum computer, which  
is unique to our system of silicon qubits,” 
Lloyd says.

The theoretical modelling team has worked 
closely with the experimental teams at UNSW 
to design a two-dimensional array, which is 
positioned on a plane that is far more tolerant 
to errors. This layer is sandwiched between 
two layers of wires in a three-dimensional 
architecture. 

The unique technologies developed at 
UNSW for single atom placement and 3D 
patterning (Professor Michelle Simmons’ team) 
and accurate control of the atom’s charge 
(Professor Sven Rogge’s team) have made this 
novel architecture feasible. 

By applying voltages to a sub-set of these 
wires, multiple qubits can be controlled 
in parallel, a series of operations can be 
performed with far fewer controls, and 
errors can be corrected more quickly. This 
development provides a blue-print to realise a 
full-scale, error corrected quantum computer.

Towards the  
first quantum 
computer— 
in silicon
Across the world, the race is on  
to develop the first quantum 
computer and an Australia research 
centre is at the front of the pack. 

The Australian Government, Telstra 
and the Commonwealth Bank of 
Australia have recently recognised the 
pole position of the ARC Centre of 
Excellence for Quantum Computation 
and Communication Technology 
(CQC2T) by investing $46 million 
towards a targeted goal of realising  
a 10-qubit quantum integrated circuit 
in silicon within the next five years. 

In this feature we explore some of 
the Centre’s advances in quantum 
information research. 

We’ve developed a blueprint to 
build a full-scale quantum computer
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Photos: Lloyd Hollenberg (right) and Charles Hill (left) have developed a blueprint to build a full-scale quantum computer, credit: CQC2T;  
Tim discusses the issue of entanglement with his PhD student Josephine Dias, credit: Kaerin Gardner

Shedding ‘spooky’ light on unbreakable security
‘Perfect entanglement’ of two light beams has opened a major step towards highly secure quantum communication systems.

The University of Queensland’s Professor 
Tim Ralph and his colleagues from Canada 
and Russia have developed a technique to 
restore entangled light beams that have been 
distributed between distant points. 

“We have experimentally demonstrated a 
technique whereby entangled light beams can 
be distributed between distant parties even 
though a large amount of loss is introduced,” 
Tim says. “In particular, we were able to 
restore entanglement, which had been sent 
through a channel with 95 per cent loss, back 
to its original value.” 

Two light beams are entangled when they are 
so strongly correlated that their behaviour 
defies normal explanations—what Einstein 
called ‘spooky’. 

However, quantum entanglement can be lost 
when the light beams are transmitted from 
one place to another. 

By resolving the loss issue, Tim and his team 
have enhanced entanglement’s ability to  
be distributed as an unbreakable key to 
encrypt information. 

“When you use entanglement to share a key 
with which to encrypt your information, then 
you can ensure that nobody else has the key. 
You can distribute that key—but nobody can 
copy it,” Tim says. “Entanglement means 
privacy. By using perfect entanglement, it’s 
impossible for anyone else to have the same 
string of numbers as the string of numbers  
you share with your friend.”

The team hopes to apply this benchmark 
research to a range of quantum technologies, 
including communication systems, quantum 
computers and quantum sensors.

@ausscistories



Sending quantum messages over 
long distances will be challenging. 
The signal will have to be amplified 
every few hundred kilometres, but 
conventional optical amplification 
would destroy the quantum message. 

In a quantum information system, if you 
measure the light, you will destroy the 
information encoded on it. You need to store 
the light itself. 

“We have to catch and store the light, but 
we’re not allowed to look at it to see what 
information it contains. If the system is 
working, the light will be exactly the same 
when we let it out again. We do this by 
absorbing the light into a cloud of atoms,” 
says Dr Ben Buchler. 

He and his team at the Australian National 
University are tackling this challenge by 
creating a system called Gradient Echo 
Memory, which can successfully store and 
retrieve quantum information.

To do this, Ben’s team tuned the light to the 
same frequency as rubidium atoms. When 
the light interacted with the atoms, it created 
a long-lasting electron pattern in the atoms, 
which absorbed the light and its information. 
To retrieve the information, a laser converted  
it back into a travelling pulse of light.

“At the moment, our system is the most 
efficient of all the research efforts to store  
and retrieve quantum information, with 87 per 
cent of the light being recalled,” Ben says.

The most efficient out of all the 
research efforts to store and 
retrieve quantum information

A path to large-scale manufacturing
The development of a two-quantum bit (qubit) logic gate in silicon heralds the 
possibility of moving quantum computers from experimental lab to large-scale 
manufacture much faster than other global research efforts.

Scientia Professor Andrew Dzurak and his 
team have created a two-qubit gate—a critical 
component, which allows qubits to talk to each 
other and will form the basis for a quantum 
computer chip. 

It’s an advance that the UK’s premier physics 
magazine, Physics World, declared one of the 
top 10 breakthroughs of 2015. 

“We’ve taken a conventional transistor and 
turned it into a qubit. This is very significant 
for the future manufacturing of a commercial 
product because it means we can leverage off 
existing technologies,” says Andrew, who is 
Director of the Australian National Fabrication 
Facility at the University of New South Wales.

The researchers say their work will make 
it easier to build a silicon-based full-scale 
quantum processor chip compared to other 
more exotic materials or technologies.

“If you’re going to make a quantum computer 
to solve global problems, such as developing 
new drugs and materials, you’re going to  
need thousands of qubits, so we need to  
have robust manufacturing processes,” 
Andrew says. 

Andrew’s group aims to design a prototype 
silicon computer chip that will go from  
10 up to 100 qubits. 

“If our prototype is successful, I believe that 
increasing the number of qubits could then 
occur rapidly,” Andrew says.

We’ve taken a conventional 
transistor and turned it  
into a qubit
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Photos: Ben (front) and his colleague put the quantum memory experiment through its paces,  
credit: CQC2T; Andrew (right) and his colleague Dr Menno Veldhorst in the UNSW laboratory,  
credit: Paul Henderson-Kelly/University of New South Wales

Sending quantum  
information  
around the world

For more information: 

Centre for Quantum Computation and Communication Technology,  
contact: Tony Raeside tony.raeside@unsw.edu.au



Photos: Ian and his team are hunting the genes involved in Motor Neurone Disease, credit: Paul Wright

For more information: Macquarie University, Ian Blair, +61 2 9850 2725, ian.blair@mq.edu.au; Blanca Gallego Luxan, +61 2 9850 2435, blanca.gallegoluxan@mq.edu.au

Recent advances pinpointing genes 
involved in the inherited form of 
Motor Neurone Disease (MND) are 
now being used to hunt for the 
culprits of ‘sporadic’ cases. Sporadic 
MND is the most common form 
(around 90 per cent), and unlike the 
‘familial,’ disease, it appears in 
patients without a family history. 

Also known as ALS (of Ice Bucket Challenge 
fame), the disease attacks the nerves of the 
brain and spinal cord. Sufferers lose the use of 
their muscles—their ability to walk, talk, and 
ultimately breathe—within years, and there 
is no known treatment or cure. Around 2,000 
Australians currently have the disease. 

“We’ve identified six main genes as the 
genetic cause in around 60 per cent of familial 
cases—four years ago we only knew 20 per 
cent,” says Associate Professor Ian Blair of 
Macquarie University.

Ian and his multidisciplinary team are shifting 
the focus to the sporadic form, collaborating 
with scientists around the country and 
overseas in the Sporadic ALS Australian 
Systems Genomics Consortium. They’re 
recruiting patients and collecting samples for 
use in genetic studies—for example to mimic 
the disease in zebrafish at Macquarie. 

Another is Project MinE—the largest 
international study into the disease’s genetics, 
of which Ian co-leads the Australian arm. 

They plan to map all DNA of 15,000 people 
with the sporadic form and 7,500 healthy 
‘controls’ from 16 countries. 

Ian says around half of the underlying causes 
of sporadic MND may be genetic, but are 
coupled with environmental factors. The team 
hopes that by identifying risk factors— 
both within a person and their environment—
they can limit and eventually prevent this 
devastating disease. 

What happens next?
You’re in hospital: should you stay? Should you leave? What’s your risk of dying?

By mining electronic health records, 
researchers at Macquarie University believe 
they can help improve decision making by 
health professionals. 

Dr Blanca Gallego Luxan is investigating using 
hospital information and state health and 
death registries to fill gaps in patient care—
whether due to discontinuity of care, lack of 
information on a condition, or simply the limits 
of what humans can predict.

She’s developing models to predict the 
likelihood of a patient staying in hospital, 
being discharged, readmitted, or dying within 
a certain time-frame. The patient’s ‘forecast’ is 
continually updated with the results of each of 
their medical tests. 

Blanca has shown that the models work—
particularly for predicting death in the 
short-term (within one week). Now the focus 
is on understanding how clinicians will use 
the models, their safety in clinics, and gaining 
ethics approval. 

If a patient is likely to be readmitted or 
become sicker, it may prompt interventions or 
discussions on end of life choices, Blanca says. 

“Humans are limited in their knowledge—
there will be some cases where doctors just 
can’t predict what will happen, and they can’t 
be present with a patient 24/7. These models 
will help give staff the most comprehensive 
picture.”

And this project is just the start—they’re also 
working with Stanford University on decision-
support tools for health professionals who are 
uncertain on the best treatment to prescribe 
for patients with complications.

There will be some cases where doctors just can’t predict what will happen

There are some cases where 
doctors can’t predict what  
will happen
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Ian and his team are hunting  
the genes involved in  
Motor Neurone Disease

Widening the net 
on Motor Neurone 
Disease

Stories of Australian Science
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Reinventing catalysts
Professor Thomas Maschmeyer is 
working to integrate new battery  
and solar cell technologies into  
the walls and roofs of new houses, 
and to transform the somewhat  
‘black art’ of catalysis—the process 
that cracks crude oil into useful fuels,  
oils and chemicals at every refinery. 
He has already helped to create  
over 200 new jobs with four  
spin-out companies. 

“Developing better 
batteries and catalysts  
has been challenging,”  
he says. “We understood 
the reactions that were 
taking place. But we 
couldn’t see exactly where 

they were happening on the surface of the 
materials involved. You’d develop a new 
catalyst, use it for an hour, find it was ruined, 
and have to go back to the drawing board.  
We were guessing at what was happening to 
the active surfaces over time.” 

Thomas is the Director of the new Australian 
Institute for Nanoscale Science and 
Technology (AINST) at The University of 
Sydney, and an experimental chemist.

“Now we can use a suite of instruments, 
including various high resolution microscopes 
and spectroscopic mapping tools to look  
at dynamic changes on the nanoscale,  
to see what’s happened (or even what is 
happening in real time), and then develop 
more stable chemical structures for batteries  
and catalysts.” 

Photos: The Sydney Nanoscience Hub, home of the Australian Institute for Nanoscale Science and Technology; Thomas Maschmeyer

For more information: The University of Sydney, contact: Vivienne Reiner +61 2 9351 2390, vivienne.reiner@sydney.edu.au, http://sydney.edu.au/nano

A big deal for small science
Unbreakable quantum communication and ultra-high speed wireless computing; 
houses and offices that work as batteries; steel cars slimmed by 100 kg;  
efficient biofuel production; and real time targeting of cancers. 

These are some of the technologies being developed at the new Australian 
Institute for Nanoscale Science and Technology, which opened on 20 April 2016. 

The University of Sydney has equipped the new institute with the best 
nanoscience facilities in Australia, and staffed it with researchers who are 
working at the nanoscale in computing, communication, energy storage, 
biofuels, alloys and health. The $150-million Nanoscience Hub was  
co-funded with $40 million from the Australian Government. Its core facilities  
are available for fundamental research and for the work of start-ups and 
established industries.

Developing better batteries and 
catalysts has been challenging

The walls and roof are battery
Lithium batteries have transformed power storage—from smartphones to  
electric cars and submarines. But like every battery their chemical composition 
changes through every charge cycle. Lithium ions sitting in layers of graphite 
move between electrodes and change the oxidation state of, magnesium oxide, 
for example. The chemical rearrangements cause the graphite and oxide layers to 
physically expand and contract by up to 15 per cent at every cycle, cracking  
and detaching from the electrodes. 

Thomas has eliminated the stack of cards. 
Instead, his design has a wobbly carbon 
electrode, with a gel touching it. The design  
is self-healing. 

He has used this idea to create zinc-bromine 
batteries that transport ions embedded in a 
gel. These batteries are stable and flexible 
and use nano-engineered gel structures and 
surfaces on the electrodes. The gel also acts 
as fire retardant. His spin-out company Gelion 

Technologies is exploring with Lend Lease  
how this battery technology could be built  
into the walls and roofs of new buildings. 

“You won’t need a battery in the garage. 
Instead it will be in the walls and roof—
perhaps as roof tiles, or solar shingles, with 
a solar panel on one side and a battery on 
the other, and all clipping together. City 
office buildings will become huge batteries 
capturing off-peak energy and stabilising  
the power grid.” 

Armstrong Energy, the UK ’s major utility-scale 
solar energy company has also made an  
$11 million commitment to the technology. 

City office buildings will  
become huge batteries  
capturing off-peak energy

Andrea Blanco-Redondo and her AINST colleagues plan  
to transform computing with photonic chips using silicon
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Photos: The Cool Kids Online program is bringing anxiety treatment to remote and regional areas, credit: Chris Stacey, Macquarie University;  
Genetic data are another piece in the puzzle of personalised treatment for anxiety, credit: Chris Stacey, Macquarie University

For more information: Lauren McLellan, +61 2 9850 1463, lauren.mclellan@mq.edu.au; Jennie Hudson, +61 2 9850 8668, jennie.hudson@mq.edu.au

Building an 
emotionally healthy 
community 
A unique national centre is working 
to build an emotionally healthy 
community through science and 
practice. 

From four-year-olds with anxiety, 
to 90-years-olds with depression, 
the Centre for Emotional Health at 
Macquarie University takes a ‘lifespan 
approach’ to mental health. 

They’ve spent the past 20 years 
studying, developing, testing and 
rolling out mental health programs—
which are now available in eight 
languages and 15 countries including 
Denmark, the UK and Norway.

“There’s no cure for mental illness, 
nor is there a one size fits all 
approach,” says Professor Ron Rapee, 
the Centre’s founder. “But through 
our clinical trials we’re hoping to 
better understand why people 
develop these conditions so we  
can translate that into treatment.” 

Cool Kids goes bush— 
helping rural children with anxiety
Almost half the Australian children with a mental health issue aren’t receiving 
appropriate treatment, and one-third of their parents say the main impediment  
is lack of access to treatment options.

“We’ve got all these great programs that we 
know work, but rural kids just haven’t been 
getting access to them,” says Dr Lauren 
McLellan, a clinical psychologist and Research 
Fellow at the Centre for Emotional Health.

The Centre has a 20-year history of successfully 
developing and implementing treatment 
programs for children with anxiety. For 
example, at the end of their 10 week Cool Kids 
program, between 60 and 80 per cent of kids 
are diagnosis free, and remain so long-term. 
However, they need to come to Sydney for it.

So Lauren developed Cool Kids Online, which 
uses videos, animations, and illustrations to 
deliver the course online, backed up by weekly 
phone calls with the parents from a qualified 
psychologist.

In 2015 she commenced a clinical trial with  
100 rural kids to test its effectiveness.

“We don’t have any data yet, but I’ve been 
getting feedback from parents using words 
like ‘superb’ so that’s very encouraging,” 
Lauren says.

“Families are just really grateful to have  
access to a program like this.”

Genetics guiding anxiety treatment
For years we’ve been identifying genetic markers linked to mental disorders.  
Now it appears those same markers could also tell us who will best-respond  
to treatment.

A study of over 1,500 children, as part of 
the international Genes for Treatment 
collaboration, found those with a specific 
genetic marker were more responsive to 
psychological therapy than those without. 

“What these genes are actually predicting 
is a child’s vulnerability, or environmental 
sensitivity,” says Professor Jennifer Hudson, 
an ARC Future Fellow from the Centre for 
Emotional Health at Macquarie University.

Some children are more adversely affected in 
a negative environment and may develop an 
anxiety disorder. But equally, when you put 
them in a positive environment they improve 
relatively quickly.

“Six out of 10 kids respond to our 
conventional cognitive behavioural therapy 
(CBT) treatments, but these results will help 
us predict who won’t and why, allowing us to 
tailor treatment to them,” Jennie says. 

In Sydney, Jennie’s team is looking for 
predictive factors and taking genetic samples 
from 1,200 schoolgirls, as well as examining 
how effective universal intervention is.

Anxiety is a growing problem in schools with 
many requests for special consideration at 
exam time in Year 12. “Anxiety is a normal 
emotion, but knowing how to handle it helps 
you throughout your life,” Jennie says. 

Jennie and her collaborators at King College 
in London are also embarking on the first 
genome-wide study into treatment response  
in anxiety disorders.

www.centreforemotionalhealth.com.au

Anxiety is a normal emotion, but 
knowing how to handle it is key
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Changing the minds 
of dementia patients
“I’m ecstatic about the impact our 
programs have on kids, and knowing 
that we’ve changed their lives for 
the better. But we need to ask ‘what 
about our retirees?’” says Professor 
Ron Rapee, ARC Laureate Fellow, 
and former Director of the Centre for 
Emotional Health. 

Retirees are less likely to suffer from mental 
health problems but they still develop anxiety 
and depression—and there’s increasing 
evidence these conditions are risk factors  
for dementia. 

To make things worse, they’re often left 
untreated as there’s a perception that it’s 
normal for older people to suffer depression 
as they lose their friends, health and 
independence. 

But this does not have to be the case 
according to Dr Viviana Wuthrich from 
the Centre for Emotional Health, who has 
developed a tailored cognitive behavioural 
therapy (CBT) program for the over-sixties 
called Ageing Wisely. “If I can teach a seven-
year-old to cope with anxiety, surely I can teach 
those same skills to a 70-year-old,” she says. 

Two clinical trials have shown the program is 
effective, and leads to faster improvements 
than their control group who participated in 
more social activities. 

Now they’re tackling dementia.

Some of the most significant, and modifiable, 
risks for dementia include low physical activity, 
low social and mental stimulation, depression 
and anxiety. 

“When I heard this, I thought ‘I can help,’” 
Viviana says. “I have a program that can treat 
anxiety and depression, and I’m sure we can 
also do something about the other lifestyle 
factors too.” 

She’s developed a new pilot program to 
include all of these factors, which is achieving 
encouraging results and hopes to expand the 
program in the near future.

Photo: Melissa is working out why people with hoarding disorder are so attached to their stuff,  
credit: Chris Stacey, Macquarie University 

For more information: Maria Kangas, +61 2 9850 8599, maria.kangas@mq.edu.au; Viviana Wuthrich, +61 2 9850 4866,  
viviana.wuthrich@mq.edu.au; Melissa Norberg, +61 2 9850 8127, melissa.norberg@mq.edu.au

Helping patients cope with cancer
Pairing psychology with cancer treatment has a profound impact on the  
wellbeing of patients, Associate Professor Maria Kangas and her team at  
the Centre for Emotional Health have found.

In a recent clinical trial, head and neck  
cancer patients were offered weekly cognitive 
behavioural therapy (CBT) sessions concurrent 
to their radiation therapy.

After just seven sessions, patients reported a 
significant decline in cancer-related anxiety 
and/or depression. After a year, 67 per cent 
were no longer experiencing any anxiety or 
depression and were doing better than the  

control group, who had received regular 
counselling but not CBT.

“Throat and neck cancer can be debilitating,” 
Maria says. “Even with a good prognosis 
it often involves disfiguring treatment, 
reconstructive surgery, learning how to eat 
again, and sometimes dealing with ongoing 
disability. CBT gives patients the skills to cope 
with these things.”

Maria and her team also learned a lot—
including that some patients found the 
concurrent treatments too much. They’ve 
recommended health practitioners offer 
general counselling during treatment, and 
CBT afterwards to those who want it.

This more holistic treatment is on the rise, 
driven by the establishment of facilities such 
as the Victorian Comprehensive Cancer 
Centre and the Chris O’Brien Lifehouse.

“Medical oncologists are making big steps 
forward in this area,” Maria says. “I’ve even 
had surgeons to ask for information they  
can pass on to their patients.”

She’s now looking to incorporate  
occupational therapists, speech therapists  
and other services.

The Holy Grail is to work out why people hold on to objects in the first place

What is it about items (or the person) that makes objects so appealing?  
Dr Melissa Norberg, Director of the Behavioural Science Laboratory at Macquarie 
University, is studying those who meet the criteria for hoarding disorder.

With Associate Professor Jessica Grisham 
at the University of New South Wales, she’s 
been investigating how mood affects peoples’ 
ability to throw things out.

When in a neutral mood, only a person’s 
attachment to objects predicted how many 
they discarded during an experimental task.

But for those who the researchers put in a ‘sad’ 
mood, their ongoing distress and inability to 
tolerate that distress were also predictors.

“This tells me that in clinical practice if 
someone currently feels okay, I may only need 
to focus on lessening object attachment to 
increase discarding. But if they feel distressed, 
it’s more complicated,” Melissa says.

She’s now studying whether a cluttered 
environment, similar to that of a patient’s 
home, affects their ability to part with more 
things. This will help determine where 
treatment should occur.

Melissa’s Holy Grail is to work out why  
people hold on to objects in the first place. 

“It’s possible that if people learn throughout 
their life that others won’t be there for them, 
they might start to rely on objects instead.”

Hoarding disorder: why is it hard to part with stuff?

Why do some people  
love objects so much?
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Photos: Emma helped launch the World Harbour Project in the Sydney Harbour Research Program,  
credit: Dan White/University of New South Wales; Measuring infiltration water in the Wombeyan Caves,  
New South Wales, credit: Andrew Baker

For more information: University of New South Wales, Marisa Cardoso, +61 2 9385 4283, m.cardoso@unsw.edu.au

The water  
beneath our feet
Subterranean caves in the Blue 
Mountains have been converted into 
observatories to quantify how water 
moves through buried rock structures 
into groundwater.

Groundwater forms the world’s largest 
active repository of fresh water—more than 
a hundred times larger than rivers and lakes 
combined. To use that groundwater resource 
sustainably, we need to know that we are only 
using as much water as is being continually 
replaced, mostly via rainfall and underground 
leakage from rivers.

University of New South Wales (UNSW) 
researchers are using their groundwater 
observatory to measure how much surface 
rainfall trickles through to recharge 
groundwater reserves. Recharge is governed 
by many factors, including rainfall, surface 
evaporation, and underground flow  
rates dependent on geological fractures  
and porosity.

Professor Andy Baker at UNSW is leading a 
research team that is the first to measure the 
rate and quantity of water that percolates 
through to caves from artificial ‘rainfall’ the 
team sprays onto the surface from large tanks.

His team’s findings will be crucial for models 
of groundwater flow used in resource 
planning. They will also contribute to our 
understanding of how contaminated water 
and pollutants move through the rocks 
beneath contaminated industrial sites.

Andy’s team is also using growth rings in 
stalagmites of subterranean caves to build a 
local climate history including rainfall, surface 
evaporation rates, the makeup of the soil 
above, and carbon markers of past wildfires.

Add colour for 10 times more gas
Adding a simple textile dye can increase the methane yield of coal-seam gas  
wells by a factor of 10, researchers from the University of New South Wales 
(UNSW) have found.

The discovery could breathe new life into 
old, exhausted wells, reducing the need for 
new ones, and improve the economics of 
renewable biogas energy production.

Methane-producing microbes occur naturally 
in oxygen-poor environments, and are adept 
at harvesting the energy released as they 
break down organic matter, such as that  
found in coal seams.

This methane, along with geologically-
produced methane, is collected as fuel  

from a growing number of wells across 
Australia. Since the late 1990s, this coal-seam 
methane has formed a growing chunk of  
our domestic energy production.

But the wells are only viable methane-
producers for a relatively short time before 
extraction costs outweigh yield. Associate 
Professor Mike Manefield’s team found that 
adding ‘neutral red’ dye to subterranean  
coal seams results in long, needle-like  
crystals forming, which improve the microbes’ 
energy harvesting ability.

Toxins and chemicals bound to the 
tiny plastics also affect fish health

Micro plastic is unfantastic
Miniscule plastic particles with the potential to cause havoc in our waterways  
and oceans have been found in the stomachs of over a quarter of fish sampled  
in Sydney Harbour.

Named microplastics, the tiny plastic 
fragments, beads and fibres are sometimes 
made directly as beads, and sometimes 
created by the break-down of plastics used  
in clothing, packaging, fishing gear, nappies 
and wipes.

“Often too small to be removed by wastewater 
filtering, microplastics eventually find their way 
from our drains to our waterways and oceans,” 
says Professor Emma Johnston, who helped 
launch the World Harbour Project in the 
Sydney Harbour Research Program.

“Once ingested by marine life, they can block 
the passage of food in the gut and potentially 
transfer directly into the bloodstream to cause 
disease. Toxins and chemicals bound to the 
tiny plastics also affect fish health.”

Emma investigates human impacts on marine 
ecosystems at the University of New South 
Wales (UNSW) and advises the New South 
Wales Government on the environment. 
Informed by the results of the Sydney Harbour 
Research Program, governments are now 
beginning to act to counter the spread of 
microplastics. Counter methods include the 
reduction in use of non-essential tiny plastic 
microbeads in pharmaceutical products,  
and filter designs that could slow the  
flood of microplastics into the oceans  
through wastewater.

Inaugural Director of the Sydney Harbour 
Research Program at the Sydney Institute of 
Marine Science and a Professor of Marine 
Ecology and Ecotoxicology at UNSW, Emma 
is now the University’s Pro-Vice-Chancellor of 
Research. In 2015 she won the Department 
of Industry and Science Eureka Prize for 
Promoting Understanding of Australian 
Science Research.



From bionic  
ears to sewers
Clunies Ross Awards

Jim Patrick was one of the 
original engineers behind 
Australia’s bionic ear—the 
first multichannel cochlear 
implant. He’s now Chief 
Scientist of Sydney company 
Cochlear Limited, the global 
leader in bionic hearing. 

Cathy Foley and Keith 

Leslie used superconducting 
technologies to detect very 
weak magnetic fields. Their 
system, CSIRO’s LANDTEM, 
has led to the discovery of 
ore deposits valued at more 
than $10 billion, returning 
over $4 billion to Australia.

Leigh Ward developed an 
accurate yet inexpensive 
tool for early detection of 
lymphoedema—progressive 
swelling of a limb, a 
particular concern after 
cancer treatment. His device, 
developed at the University 
of Queensland, has improved 
the lives of many patients  
and reduced treatment costs.

Zhiguo Yuan has put 
science in sewers, changing 
industry’s understanding and 
practice for sewer corrosion 
and odour management. 
His work at the University 
of Queensland makes 
integrated urban water 
management practical  
and economic.

The Clunies Ross Awards are 
presented by the Australian 
Academy of Technology  
and Engineering. 

More at  
http://bit.ly/1RmXmLH

2015 Eureka Prize 
highlights
Melting salt to  
store solar power

Fast-melting salts could solve 
solar power’s big challenge: 
the mismatch between peak 
sunlight hours and peak 
evening electricity use.

A University of South 
Australia team has developed 
a new phase-change system 
that provides energy storage 
at a tenth of the cost of 
batteries. By melting and 
solidifying an inexpensive 
liquid salt solution, energy 
can be stored and released 
quickly and cheaply.

Battlefield 
communication by 
mobile, Wi-Fi and 
satellites

Secure, handheld 
communication tools 
developed in Canberra 
simultaneously use multiple 
available mobile-phone 
networks, wi-fi and satellites 
to ensure the signal never 
drops out. 

The tools remain secure 
enough for use by military  
or intelligence personnel.  
The system was developed 
by a small Canberra 
company—M5 Network 
Security—now part of 
Northrop Grumman.

State awards
Predicting failure: Scott 
Sloan of the ARC Centre of 
Excellence in Geotechnical 
Science and Engineering at 
the University of Newcastle 
has found new ways to 
predict collapse of roads  
and buildings. He was the 
New South Wales Scientist  
of the Year.

Assembling molecules: 
Calum Drummond’s 
chemistry research has 
advanced the understanding 
of how molecules come 
together, and what happens 
at the surface of liquids. He 
received the Victoria Prize 
(Physical Sciences). 

Twin Registry: John Hopper’s 
research into Australian 
twins and families, and his 
leadership of the Australian 
Twin Registry has led to 
insights from cancer to 
mental health. John, of  
The University of Melbourne, 
received the Victoria Prize 
(Life Sciences).

The hidden world of 

groundwater: Craig 
Simmons of Flinders 
University is answering 
critical questions about 
our environment, food and 
water security, coal seam 
gas and fracking, mining 
and nuclear and radioactive 
waste disposal. For his work 
positioning Australia as a 
world-leader in groundwater 
science, Craig was the  
South Australian Scientist  
of the Year.

Keeping oil platforms 

upright: For ensuring 
the safe and economical 
construction of oil and gas 
platforms in our oceans,  
Mark Cassidy of the University 
of Western Australia was 
Western Australian Scientist 
of the Year. 

Killing cells to save lives

Walter and Eliza Hall 
researchers in Melbourne 
have found a new use for an 
anti-cancer drug: eliminating 
hepatitis B cells by telling 
infected cells ‘it’s time to 
die’—switching off the cell’s 
resistance to programmed 
cell death that’s part of their 
normal life cycle.

Vaccines for oysters

David Raftos and his team at 
Macquarie University have 
already helped farmers breed 
stronger, more disease-
resistant oysters. Now they’re 
looking at vaccines that will 
pass their protection to future 
generations. 

Other winners included:

Looking for the right face in 
a multidimensional crowd, 
Dacheng Tao of the University 
of Technology Sydney. 

A Rosetta Stone for quantum 
computing, Michael Biercuk, 
University of Sydney.

Finding diseased cells with 
nano-flashlights, the Super 
Dots team.

Making blood on demand 
with stem cells—Peter Currie 
and colleagues—see page 6.

Looking beyond physics’ 
Standard Model with Belle 
II: Phillip Urquijo from The 
University of Melbourne. 

What can wallabies tell us 
about our own reproduction? 
Marilyn Renfree at The 
University of Melbourne. 

Michelle Simmonds’ 
leadership of Australia’s 
quantum future. See her 
Centre’s work on pages 
22-23.

Writing the IUCN Red List 
of Ecosystems, University of 
New South Wales biologist 
David Keith. 

For more on the 2015  
Australian Museum  
Eureka Prizes visit  
http://australianmuseum. 
net.au/eureka 

AUSTRALIAN 
SCIENCE 
PRIZES

2015
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Photos: Saltwater Crocodile New Scientist Eureka Prize for Science Photography finalist, credit: Justin Gilligan; Soft Coral, winner of the 2015  
New Scientist Eureka Prize for Science Photography: credit, Gary Cranitch; Clunies Ross Award winner Cathy Foley; Eureka Prize winner Gary Cranitch

http://australianmuseum.net.au/eureka
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Career awards
What goes around,  
and underground

Kurt Lambeck is helping 
us understand the Earth’s 
rotation, the role of the 
Earth’s mantle in plate 
tectonics, and sea level 
change with melting ice 
sheets. He received the 
Matthew Flinders Medal  
and Lecture.

Energy at the  
small-scale

Denis Evans has resolved 
100-year old questions in 
thermodynamics—applicable 
from subcellular biology to 
astrophysics. He received  
the David Craig Medal. 

Understanding 
chromosomes and 
kaleidoscopes

Gustav I Lehrer co-invented 
cellular algebras that 
enable analysis of diagrams 
algebraically—for example 
diagrams of chromosomes 
knotted together, or the 
paths of subatomic particles. 
He also developed a theory 
for kaleidoscope reflections 
and other symmetries. He 
received the Hannan Medal. 

Describing elasticity, 
heat, and sound waves

Alan McIntosh has worked 
at the interface between 
harmonic analysis and partial 
differential equations—two 
pillars of modern physics and 
mathematics. Collaborating 
with mathematicians around 
the world, his work has 
applications in improving 
computer simulations of 
waves passing through 
‘un-pure’ mediums, such as 
through the human body 
during MRI. He received the 
Hannan Medal. 

Improving climate 
models for our oceans

Trevor McDougall’s work 
on ocean mixing processes 
and the thermodynamics of 
seawater has transformed 
ocean and climate modelling. 
He received the Jaeger 
Medal. 

Leading the quantum 
computing race

Michelle Simmons has 
pioneered a technology 
for creating atomic-scale 
devices. Her work is paving 
the way to a silicon-based 
quantum computer. Michelle 
received the Thomas Ranken 
Lyle Medal. Read more  
about her team’s work on 
pages 22-23. 

Early- and  
mid-career  
awards
Listening to the 
background creaks  
and groans of Earth

Yingjie Yang’s breakthrough 
in the treatment and 
interpretation of seismic 
information will allow images 
of the internal structure of the 
Earth to be created without 
earthquakes or explosions 
to generate data. Yingje 
received the Anton Hales 
Medal for research in earth 
sciences.

From statistics to 
cryptography; and low-
dimensional processes

Catherine Greenhill of the 
University of New South 
Wales, and Scott Morrison 
of the Australian National 
University are co-recipients  
of the Christopher Heyde 
Medal for research in  
pure mathematics. 

Past and future 
climates

Nerilie Abram’s research 
into past climates, paired 
with the impacts of climate 
change on Southern 
Ocean winds, Antarctic 
temperatures and Australian 
rainfall patterns, earned her 
the Dorothy Hill Award. 

Should you skimp or 
splurge on leaves? 

Ian Wright has discovered 
an ‘economic spectrum’ 
for leaves, for example 
plants in low nutrient soils 
investing in ‘expensive’ leaf 
construction that extends 
leaf lifespan. He received 
the Fenner Medal. 

When cells die

For insights into the 
molecular control of 
programmed cell death—
and how these can be 
applied to tumours and 
neurodegeneration— 
Peter Czabotar received  
the Gottschalk Medal.

Reducing the  
damage of malaria

Nicholas Anstey has 
established clinical trials 
of drugs to treat all three 
major malaria-causing 
species, as well as trials to 
combat severe infections 
from the malarial parasite. 
He received the inaugural 
Gustav Nossal Medal.

New drugs to fight 
obesity and diabetes

Michael Cowley is using his 
discovery of why obesity 
causes high blood pressure, 
and how the body informs 
the brain of body fat and 
blood sugar, to lead a 
global effort against obesity 
and diabetes. He received 
the inaugural Jacques  
Miller Medal. 

Making solar cells 
cheaper and more 
efficient

Kylie Catchpole has used 
tiny metal particles acting 
like antennas to direct light 
into solar cells. She received 
the John Booker Medal. 
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Vaccines, genes, 
batteries, and water 
treatment

Chengzhong Yu is finding 
novel uses for nanostructured 
composite materials. He 
received the Le Fèvre 
Memorial Prize. 

Predicting survival  
of melanoma

Yee Hwa Yang is developing 
new statistics tools to 
integrate molecular and 
clinical data. Her work 
has been incorporated 
into software packages 
internationally to identify 
gene expression patterns. 
Yee received the Moran 
Medal. 

Testing advanced 
theories of gravity, 
and using galaxies to 
measure the mass of 
the lightest massive 
particle

Tamara Davis uses 
astrophysics to study dark 
energy and dark matter. 
Tamara, one of the most 
highly-cited astrophysicists 
world-wide, received the 
Nancy Millis Medal. 

What does our galactic 
home look like? 

Naomi McClure-Griffiths 
uses ‘The Dish’ at Parkes and 
other Australian telescopes 
to understand how our home 
galaxy, the Milky Way, is 
structured, lives its life, and 
interacts with its neighbours. 
She received the Pawsey 
Medal. 

Adding up genes for 
height and disease

Jian Yang has developed 
methods of statistical 
analysis that show many 
characteristics—such 
as height and disease-
susceptibility—differ between 
people because of the 
cumulative effects of many 
genes. Jian received the  
Ruth Stephens Gani Medal.

Photos: Australian Academy of 
Science medallists Tamara Davis 
(top) and Michelle Simmons
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Fresh Science
Fresh Science helps young  
Australian scientists find their  
story and their voice. 

Over the past 19 years Fresh 
Science has trained and empowered 
460 future leaders of science to 
engage with the community, media, 
government and industry.

In 2015 we chose sixty researchers 
around the country, trained them  
and presented them in pubs, school 
talks and to the media. Here are a  
few of their stories. 

Read more stories at  
www.freshscience.org.au  

including:

Bacteria to make the  
desert bloom (WA)

Social networking for lizards— 
when neighbours don’t become  
good friends (WA)

Baby fish lost in an  
acidified ocean (SA)

Golden Staph tricked  
by vitamin mimic (SA)

Remembering what you  
didn’t have time to see (NSW)

Interpreting the language  
of touch (NSW)

How are soccer balls improving  
solar cells? (VIC)

Wolfsbane could provide  
relief for modern bowel  
diseases (NQLD)

Brain training  
gives tendon  
pain the boot 
Re-training the brain with painless 
exercises may be the key to stopping 
recurring tendon pain, according to 
Melbourne researchers.

Tendon pain in the knee can be debilitating 
and long-lasting, with AFL, basketball and 
netball players the major sufferers. 

“More than 50 per cent of people who stop 
sport because of tendon pain still suffer from 
that pain 15 years later,” says Dr Ebonie Rio.

“Our simple exercise is revolutionising how  
we treat tendinopathy.”

Coined TNT (tendon neuroplastic training),  
it combines stimulating the brain externally—
for example by doing exercises to the sound 
of a metronome or voice-recording, rather 
than simply telling patients to hold a pose—
with strength training, which is known to be 
good for tendons and muscles.

Ebonie and colleagues at the Monash 
University Tendon Research group found  
that a single, heavy bout of stationary exercise 
eliminated kneecap tendon pain instantly, 
lasting up to 45 minutes. During the exercise, 
muscles are ‘on’ without being extended,  
and the joint is kept still—for example holding 
a weighted leg-extension in one spot.

Unlike movement-based treatments, which 
increase tendon pain (and so are harder  
for people to stick to), TNT is painless,  
and medication- and-injection-free.

 

Kimberley corals  
are true Aussie 
battlers
While coral reefs around the world 
are feeling the heat, little-known reefs 
in Australia’s Kimberley region are 
prospering, despite living in some  
of the toughest conditions—and 
Dr Zoe Richards of the Western 
Australian Museum is finding out why. 

In an area with “huge tides, bad water visibility, 
strong currents, and of course crocodiles,”  
Zoe exposed a biological treasure trove, which 
she will explore further with the help of a 
Research Fellowship from Curtin University. 

Finding out how these corals are coping, 
while many elsewhere are dying, may shed 
light on the resilience of different species to 
climate change. It may also provide options 
for coral relocation, which is one of the chief 
conservation methods considered for restoring 
damaged reefs. 

“Despite repetitive low tide exposure to 
extreme air temperatures, light, rainfall, high 
sea-surface temperatures, the Kimberley 
corals are exceptionally healthy and showing 
few signs of stress such as coral bleaching or 
disease,” Zoe says.

The Bonaparte study was conducted 
in collaboration with colleagues from 
Curtin University, the Museum of Tropical 
Queensland, and the University of Western 
Australia and complements a larger,  
on-going investigation into the marine  
life of the Kimberley.

Photos: Bobtail lizards (Tiliqua rugosa) avoid their relatives, credit: Stephanie Godfrey;  
Porites reflected at low tide, credit: Zoe Richards

Bacteria to make the desert bloom
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Nose spray offers 
pain relief  
in childbirth
Pain relief during childbirth may  
soon be delivered via a self-
administered nasal spray, thanks 
to work from University of South 
Australia midwifery researcher,  
Dr Julie Fleet.

The nasal spray analgesic drug, fentanyl is  
well known for its use in delivering pain relief 
to children and pain management for patients 
being transferred by ambulance. Now it has 
now been shown to be effective in relieving 
labour pain.

In fact, Julie and her colleagues at Flinders 
University and the University of Adelaide  
have found that fentanyl nose spray is just  
as effective as pethidine injections but with 
fewer side effects for both mother and baby.

With further funding support from a $25,000 
UniSA Pathfinder Grant, Julie is continuing her 
research—examining whether the nasal spray 
will also reduce the need for epidurals which 
deliver pain-relief drugs via a needle in the 
mother’s lower back.

“We need to give mothers better options 
for pain relief,” Julie says. “Women can 
self-administer a controlled dose using the 
nasal spray, under a midwife’s supervision, 
which helps them feel more in control of their 
pain management and avoids the need for 
additional intervention and painful injections.”

In a study of 156 women at the Adelaide 
Women’s & Children’s Hospital and the 
regional Gawler Hospital, fentanyl resulted  
in less nausea and sedation, shorter labour, 
fewer babies admitted to the nursery,  
fewer breastfeeding difficulties and  
greater satisfaction.

Filtering the  
blood to keep  
cancer in check
A new diagnostic system used to 
detect cancer cells in small blood 
samples could next be turned  
towards filtering a patient’s entire 
system to remove those dangerous 
cells—like a dialysis machine  
for cancer.

The technique can detect a tiny handful of 
cancer-spreading cells from amongst the 
billions of healthy cells in a small blood 
sample. It is in clinical trials in the US, UK, 
Singapore and Australia, and is in the process 
of being commercialised by Clearbridge 
BioMedics PteLtd in Singapore.

“It’s like a non-invasive ‘liquid biopsy’ that can 
flag the presence of any type of solid cancer—
like lung, breast, bowel, and so on—without 
the need for surgery,” says Dr Majid Warkiani, 
a lecturer at the School of Mechanical and 
Manufacturing Engineering at the University of 
New South Wales, and a project leader at the 
Australian Centre for NanoMedicine at UNSW.

But the potential for the new system goes far 
beyond just diagnosis—if the filtering system 
could be scaled up, a cancer patient’s entire 
blood supply could potentially be similarly 
filtered, removing the dangerous cells and 
cycling the rest of the patient’s blood back  
into their system.

Blood reveals  
Great Barrier 
Reef sharks as 
homebodies
Small Australian sharks have been 
exposed as bigger homebodies than 
previously thought, in a study that 
took an existing chemical tracking 
technique and made it work for  
Great Barrier Reef sharks.

The study found that the travel history of  
the Australian sharpnose shark was written  
in their blood—with chemical ‘fin-prints’ 
showing they tended to stay within smaller 
areas than previously believed.

“Small-bodied sharks that are both predator 
and prey, such as the Australian sharpnose, 
may be particularly important links between 
food webs,” says lead researcher Dr Sam 
Munroe, who studied the sharks while at 
James Cook University and the Australian 
Institute of Marine Science in Townsville.

“Information on their movements can improve 
our understanding of how the ecosystems 
function, while also helping us predict species 
most at risk from the impacts of a changing 
environment.”

It was the first time the chemical tracking 
technique—known as stable isotope analysis—
had been used to estimate shark movement 
over regional, coastal scales, and the results 
showed that they remained within the same 
100km area for up to one year. The technique 
is often used to track land mammals, birds, 
and insects, and in marine animals (including 
sharks) over very large (e.g. whole oceans) or 
very small scales.

Sam’s research was supported by the  
Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority and 
the Joyce Vickery Scientific Research Fund. 

Photos: Julie wants to find better pain relief options for mothers, credit: Julie Fleet; Majid hopes the  
system could be used like a dialysis machine for cancer, credit: Australian Centre for NanoMedicine, UNSW;  
Reading the travel history of sharks, credit: JCU
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processes 
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Supporting Australian science

Science in Public is a science communication 
business based in Melbourne, Australia,  
with a team of 12 staff and associates. 

We have a passion for science. We encourage 
and challenge scientists to reach the public, 
politicians and the media, while staying true  
to their science. 

We mentor, train, plan, and benchmark.  
We produce websites, reports, books, videos, 
events and conferences. You can read more 
about us at www.scienceinpublic.com.au 

Stories of Australian Science grew out of our 
work hosting the World Conference of Science 
Journalists in Melbourne in 2007, where we 
realised that there was a hunger for more 
stories about the best of Australian science. 

These stories are in print, online, and on 
Twitter, Facebook, and Instagram. 

Our thanks to the organisations who have 
supported the 2016 edition. If you’d like 
copies or you’d like to participate in 2017 
please get in touch.
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